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by Diane Schwartz
"We think it's a pretty dreary
place," said Elinor Tilles,
assistant dean for college
residences, in reference to Allen
East and West. A tentative plan to
discontinue their use as student
dorms is under consideration.
Students currently residing in
the dorms expressed
dissatisfaction with the buildings.
The common complaints were the
distance from Mather, classes, and
other dorms, the dark, poorly light
rooms, the deteriorating conditions
of the walls, ceilings, and utilities,
and the general unastheticness of
the interiors.
Those questioned did, however,
approve of the amount of space in
each suite, the private bathrooms,
and the possibility that exists for
each occupant to have a separate
room.
The buildings were purchased by
Allen East and West: "A Pretty Dreary Place!
Trinity in 1957 for a total cost of
$65,000. According to Tilles, they
were originally used for faculty
housing before being converted to
student residences.
The conversion involved the
removal of kitchen facilities from
the apartments. In recent years,
other changes have been made,
including the construction of fire
escapes on the outside of the dorms
and remodeling of the interiors.
Thomas Smith, vice president of
the College, termed the buildings
"structurally OK." He said that
the rooms need considerable
renovation" to upgrade their
condition. The alternative, he said,
would be to replace them with
buildings of a "higher grade."
Smith emphasized that no
decision has yet been made
regarding the future of Allen East
and West, and would not be made
until much later in the year. He
added that the change is a long-
range objective, and to a great
extent would be determined by the
college's budget.
A final decision would be made
by Tilles, Smith, Robert
Pedemonti, treasurer-comptroller,
and Riel Crandall, director of
buildings and grounds, with the
approval of Theodore Lockwood,
president of the college.
Smith and Tilles confirmed that
there are currently over 40 empty
spaces in rooms on campus,
although no rooms are totally
unoccupied. However, they both
felt the need to replace Allen East
and West if indeed the buildings
are ever razed.
New property would be acquired
around the edge of the campus, in
accordance with the school's policy
not to have students cross major
roads to reach their dorms.
Tilles said the presence of extra
beds was unanticipated, and ocl.
cured during the last week of the"
summer and the beginning of the
semester as students cancelled
housing agreements. She said she
did not know if this was the start of
a trend that would continue for
other years. She said she does want
to "loosen up" present housing
accomodations, and reduce the
number of students currently
specified to occupy certain rooms.
Smith expressed a similar
opinion. He said the problem of
"monitoring" the number of
students residing on campus
results in the empty beds. He said
that the institution of a deposit
system might be the necessary
solution.
Such a system, modeled after
those in effect at other schools,
would require students to make a
non-refundable deposit towards the
payment of their room. Smith said
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centive" for students to follow
through with their signed housing
contracts.
Smith said that he would like to
try for more singles ac-
comodations if the school ever does
acquire additional buildings. He
considered such rooms to be more
conducive to "the academic tasks
that are essential" at Trinity.
He also said that any new rooms
that might be made available to
students would probably not be
cooking units. He cited the cost of
maintenance and utilities, and the
"casual use" of the facilities as
reasons for his inclination. "The
way that students have been using
them so far, it might not be wise to
plan for more kitchens," he said.
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All-College Referendum;
SGA Proposes Fond Reo I locution To Benefit Concert
by Wenda Harris
The Student Government
Association (SGA) passed a
resolution on Wednesday,
November 19 to hold a referendum
during pre-registration (Dec. 4 and
5) asking students to approve the
following SGA proposal: to
reallocate the $11,000 Scholarship
Fund contribution to a benefit
concert during the aca'demic year
1975-76. The SGA further
guarantees that at least $11,000 will
be returned to the Scholarship
Fund from the student activities
fee no later than September 15,
1976. In addition, any net proceeds
from the benefit concert will be
allocated for scholarships.
The Scholarship Fund was set up
a few years ago by the Student
Senate to give $15,000 annually to
scholarships. Each year one
student would receive $4,000, and
the remaining $11,000 would go to
the Scholarship Fund.
After the Scholarship Fund
accumulates $100,000, the interest,
at a rate of approximately 5.5%,
pays for one student scholarship
each year.
According to SGA president
Steven M. Kayman, approximately
$68,500 is currently in the
Scholarship Fund, excluding the
$11,000 from this year's con-
tributions. If students approve the
referendum to divert that $11,000,
Kayman said, a "major" concert
will be held in the spring.
Kayman said that if the
referendum is passed, the
Scholarship Fund could make an
extra $4,000. He explained that the
concert would be held in the Field
House, which seats 2500 to 2700
people, and tickets would be sold
for $4.00 to Trinity students, and
for $6.00 to non-Trinity students
and at the door. "If the concert
sells out," Kayman said, "we'll
make the extra $4,000 for the
Fund."
Kayman added, however, that if
gross receipts fall below $11,000.
the difference would be made up by
the SGA.
Of the $11,000, Kayman said the
SGA would spend about $8,000 on a
group and $3,000 on
"miscellaneous expenses."
Kayman explained that the
"miscellaneous expenses" include
sound, lighting, food and tran-
sportation for the group, money for
an opening act, and a number of
other necessities involved in
staging the concert.
Possible groups available within
the $8,000 price range, Kayman
said, are Jackson Brown, Santana,
David Bromberg, New Riders of
the Purple Sage, Jay Guiles Band,
Joe Cocker, Lou Reed, Donovan,
and Harry Chapin. He added that
there are several other groups that
students could consider within the
restricted price range.
Kayman said he urges all
students to consider the referen-
dum during pre-registration.
Graduate Studies Controversy:
Autonomy Or Affiliation?
'Trinity Is A Kollege,
Not A Kennel'
by Jeff Dufresne
The increasing number of pets on
campus property, which is in
violation to the Housing
Agreement of 1975-76, has drawn
the attention of a few College
administrators, namely J. Ronald
Spencer, dean of students and
Elinor Tilles, assistant dean of
college residences.
At present, Tilles is in the final
stages of compiling a "lengthy
list" of rooms where pets are being
harbored illegally. The Building
and Grounds Department has
provided the majority of in-
formation as to the whereabouts of
most of the pets.
According to Spencer, those
students sheltering animals in the
residence halls will be contacted
by Tilles soon, possibly before the
end of the term.
Although the nature of the
disciplinary action to be taken
against these and future "housing-
agreement violators" remains
undecided, Spencer remarked that
he is reluctant to resort to the
"draconic" measures which have
been taken by other similar in-
stitutions in the greater Hartford
area.
So far this fall, no cases have
been referred to either Spencer or
Tilles requiring disciplinary action
for illegal pet owners on campus.
Spencer has proposed a two-
phase disciplinary policy which
will constitute an automatic $50
fine for any student housing a pet
on campus, and if the animal is not
removed within a week, the
student will then be vacated from
his or her room.
"Trinity is a college, not a
kennel," stressed Spencer, "and
we have more important things to
do with our budget money than to
finance a dog warden."
The Housing Agreement of 1975-
76 banned pets from campus
property for a number of reasons.
During the previous academic
year, especially during the spring,
,a large number of complaints from
both the faculty and students
developed which concerned the
presence of pets on campus.
The majority of grievances
pertained to the careless treatment
of the animals by their owners, the
unsightly abundance of animal
waste on college grounds, ex-
cessive noise, and a variety of
other factors which contributed to
a campus-wide syndrome which
Spencer termed as "a general
inconsiderateness of the students
to one another."
Last spring's new union contract
by the janitorial staff which stated
that the College custodian were no
longer responsible for cleaning up
after the animals^ was an in-
continued on page 2)
by Marc Blumenthal
Trinity's graduate studies
program is presently undergoing
close scrutiny by both faculty and
administration. The issue stems
from the continuing decline in
graduate enrollments as evidenced
by figures covering the last ten
years. Total graduate enrollments
have dropped from a high of 1188 in
1968-69 to 643 in 1974-75, a 45%
decrease.
The most common explanation
for the decline is a change in the
type of demand for studies at an
advanced level. The Trinity
program originally attracted
secondary school teachers in the
humanities and employees of large
industries in business and
technical disciplines.
At one time Trinity had the only
graduate program in the Greater
Hartford area. The "market" is
now drawn upon by the University
of Hartford, Saint Joseph College,
and the Hartford Graduate Center
(formerly the RPI Graduate
Center).
While all those people questioned
agree that something must be done
to correct the situation, several
different options have been
discussed. One of these is the
prospect of some form of
cooperative arrangement(s) with
UHart, Saint Joseph, and Hartford
Graduate Center.
At this time minimal action has
already taken place. At the Oc-
tober 27, 1975 meeting of the
Faculty Graduate Studies Com-
mittee, chaired by Dr. Robert
Battis, professor of economics, a
resolution was proposed by Dr.
Borden Painter, associate
professor and chairmen of the
history department.
It stated, in part, that the
Committee supported "the con-
tinuation of an autonomous
graduate program for Trinity
College." It continued that "for the
YEAR
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981
676
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598
582
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553
513
346
336
283
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562
535
590
553
561
517
468
•j 330
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present" no advantage was "to be
gained. by entering into a more
formal institutional arrangement
on the graduate level with member
institutions of the Consortium."
The resolution passed by a vote of 6
to 1.
On November 3, 1975, the
Committee met again. This time a
resolution proposed by Dr. Richard
T. Lee, professor of philosophy,
was discussed and passed. It stated
clearly that Trinity should at least
explore the possibilities for
cooperative graduate programs
with other institutions.
At the faculty meeting on
November 4, 1975, the Committee
(Continued on page 2)
Tripod Elects
New Officers
The editorial staff of the Tripod
for the spring term of 1976 was
elected on Sun., Nov. 23. The
present staff members officially
retain their positions until Dec. 19.
The results of the elections are as
follows: Meri Adler, Editor-in-
chief; Jeff Dufresne, .Managing
Editor; Hank Merens, News
Editor; Ti'MaunSouthworth, Chris
Hanna, Arts Editors; George
Piligian, Sports Editor; Marc
Blumenthal, Scotte Gordon, Nancy
Nies, Diane Schwartz, Copy
Editors; Mike Brown, Ken
Grossman, Steve Kayman, Seth
Price, Contributing Editors. Also
elected were; Steve Roberts, Photo
Editor; Carey La Porte,
Production Manager; Kim Jonas,
Circulation Manager; James
Essey, Roxanne- McKee, Ad-
vertising Managers, Jim Cobbs,
Business Manager.
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Graduate Studies Controversy: Autonomy Or Affiliation?
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report was made according to
Professor Lee's resolution.
Faculty meeting rules require that
a vote on this type of resolution
would normally be held at the
meeting following its introduction.
However, Professor Lee requested
a suspension of the rules which
would enable an immediate vote.
The suspension motion was passed
by the necessary two-thirds
majority, and the resolution itself
was passed by voice vote.
The controversy concerns the
effects the different options might
have on undergraduate courses
and faculty positions. Ivan Backer,
director of graduate studies and.
community relations, dismissed
the idea of a phase-out, the most
drastic option.
Such action would have im-
mediate consequences. The
graduate program took in $268,000
in income in the 1974-75 fiscal year.
This amount would have to be cut
from the budget, almost assuredly
in the form of a cut in the total
number of faculty units if the
graduate program were abolished.
Informed sources have estimated
that figure to range from 9 to 12
units. The number of graduate
courses would remain roughly as it
is now, but course and faculty
diversity would suffer sub-
stantially.
Painter stated, "It is worth our
trying to improve the present
program with the goal of
stabilizing and perhaps increasing
enrollments." He said that
"remaining autonomous is not
slamming doors." It does not
preclude specific types of
cooperation.
Dean of the Faculty Edwin Bye
maintained that there are risks
involved in both remaining
autonomous and joining in a
cooperative program. "We owe it
to ourselves," he said, "to take a
careful look at all the possibilities
that are here." He stipulated
further that the College would do
nothing "uncongenial to Trinity
values'."
President Theodore D. Lock-
wood, in a memo to the faculty
dated October 30, 1975, wrote, "We
know that we must do something,
either through redesign of our own
offerings and by the development
of new programs of continuing
education, or - either seperately or
simultaneously - through a
collaborative effort."
The memo continues, "with all
the other pressures on the budget,
it will become increasingly dif-
ficult to subsidize graduate courses
merely to retain the diversity they
represent to undergraduates and
faculty."
In a recent interview, the
President, commented that
remaining autonomous would only
increase head-on competition in
many areas between various in-
stitutions. For instance, a graduate
program in mathematics is offered
at the Hartford Graduate Center
and University of Hartford as well
as here at Trinity.
Another consideration involved
in a cooperative venture of any sort
is the position of the Hartford
Graduate Center (HGC). When
founded, and throughout its
recently dissolved connection with
RPI, the HGC has been a primarily
business and technical institution.
Some people have doubted its
compatibility with Trinity.
The appointment of Homer
Babbidge as new president of HGC
was announced recently. It
becomes effective July l, 15)70.
Babbidge is a former president of
University of Connecticut. He
comes to Hartford after three
years as master of one of the Yale
colleges.
President Lockwood charac-
terized Babbidge as "dynamic." In
a "what-have-we-got-to-lose"
Bloke Appointed News, PR Director
by Wenda Harris
James K. Blake, new director of
news and public relations for the
College, says, "What we're going
to do in the future is send our an-
tennae up a little higher and at the
same time work more closely with
students, faculty, and ad-
ministration."
Blake is located at the* News
Bureau at 79 Vernon Street and is
working with L. Barton Wilson,
director of public information, and
Milli Silvestri, assistant director of
news.
Christians Taking
Religion Seriously
by Margaret Draper
Religious organizations on
American college campuses have
grown considerably during recent
years. Hillel, Newman Club, and
others have expanded both in
membership and in the score of
their activities. Among these clubs
is the Trinity Christian Fellowship.
Until recently, the Fellowship
had been too concerned with the
basic problems of establishing
itself on campus to play any major
role in the community. But four
years ago, ten freshmen started
meeting once a week for Bible
study and religious discussion.
"It was very hard to find other
Christians on campus then," states
Jill Eriglund, one of the co-leaders
of the Fellowship, "I remember
just by chance seeing a girl
wearing an Ictheus symbol and
going up to her to find out if she
was a Christian." From this core
has emerged an organization of
approximately thirty students who
devote their time and energy to the
Fellowship and Fellowship-related
activities. ' • • • . '
This growth seems to stem from
an increasing need for a sense of
belonging and community among
college students. All of the
members of the Fellowship ap-
preciate the existence of the group
spirit within the organization.
Englund states, "It's nice to
have people there to share your
troubles, as well as your hap-
piness. There is a definite sense of
caring for each person as a unique,
important individual." In such a
potentially hostile and confusing
atmosphere as that found on
college campuses, the Fellowship
sees itself as offering a sense of
identity. (This identity is that of a
Christian, someone who has
committed his life to Jesus Christ.)
Fellowship members take their
religion seriously, prayer and
Bible study are the main activities
in which they participate com-
munally. By serving as examples
to their fellow Trinity students of
the effects which prayer can exert
on an individual's life, they hope to
present an alternative to other
methods of solving identity crises,
such as drugs and alcohol. As one
Fellowship member stated,
"Making this commitment to .
Christ and joining the Fellowship
has changed my life completely.
I'd say that it's the most important
thing that I have ever done."
This commitment to Christianity
has also helped Englund put the
pressures of college life in a dif-
ferent perspective. Scholastic
achievement is no longer as im-
portant a factor in maintaining her
sense of self-esteem as it had been
previously. Instead, she relies
upon her faith to give her the
feeling of being a "whole person,"
who has a positive contribution to
make to society.
The Fellowship is a radical
alternative to the other methods of
discovering one's identity, as
Englund admits. But she sees this
year as the time when the campus
will begin to take prayer seriously
and recognize the Fellowship as an
organization with an important
purpose for existence.
Happy Birthday
Harris
Trinity students supporting Fred
Harris for President recently held
a birthday party in his honor. A
total of $60.00 was donated by the 25
students attending.
The high point of the pro-Harris
gathering was a speech by the
candidate broadcast over the
radio. In his speech Harris said
"It's about time working people
had a say in this country." He said
the United States is controlled by
"the rich, the super rich, and the
giant corporations.,"
Harris called for the widespread
distribution of power and said this
should be a major concern of
government "Too few people run it
all," Harris said. According to
him, the people are smart enough
to govern themselves. The United
States, therefore, should stop
supporting dictatorships around
the world, such as Spain and
Portugal, he said.
Harris concluded his birthday
speech with a request for money
from supporters. He said he hoped
to raise sufficient funds for the
New Hampshire and
Massachusetts primaries.
Blake received a B.A. from
Swarthmore and an M.A. from the
University of'Pennsylvania. He
has worked as senior marketing
editor at Dun's Magazine, as
economic editor for the business
and finance review for Morgan-
Guaranty Trust Co., and as head of
public relations for Marine
Midlands Banks, Inc.
He has also served as director of
publications and information for
the National Association of College
and University Business Officers
in Washington, D.C, and as
director of communications for the
American Colleges Public
Relations Associations. He has
free-lanced for public relations
agencies and government.
Blake said he plans to change the
emphasis of the News Bureau "to
some degree." "We will con-
centrate and focus on those
audiences that are most important
to the College's objectives," he
explained.
He said he wants to aim News
Bureau stories at the "proper
audience," an audience which is
important to admissions ob-
jectives, student recruitment, and
fund-raising objectives.
"Publicity without a purpose is a
waste of money," Blake said.
"We're not going to send out fewer
releases, but we'll be refocusing
the resources that we have."
Blake said he needs concrete
evidence of what's going on around
campus. "The whole point of public
relations is to tell people what's
going on at the College, Faculty,
administration, and students are
doing a lot," he said, "but unless
we hear about it, we can't tell
people what a great place this is."
He expalined that the News
Bureau uses all commercial media
available-radio, TV, and
newa'papers-to tell people about
activities at Trinity. He said his
office supplies the media with both
articles and ideas for articles.
Blake said he intends to make
more of an effort to publicize the
College in special publications
such as The Chronicle of Higher
Education. He said Trinity's
contributions to these trade
magazines, which include stories
about faculty and administration,
are important for attracting people
to the College.
Blake said he also plans to
devote more of the News Bureau's
time and efforts towards com-
munication with alumni and
parents. In addition to his in-
volvement in all matters of public
relations, he will assist in the
production of The Trinity Kcport,
the Public Information Office's
tabloid issued five times a year to
parents and alumni.
His plans to rechannel the
productivity and emphasis of the
News Bureau are both short and
long range, he said, but "We want
to get going as fast as we can."
Blake, who says he has known
about Trinity for many years as a
"quality school," began work at
the College October 20.
In the month that he has been
here, Blake described his im-
pression of Trinity as "a very even
place." He said he sees a "good
deal of moderation" among
students, faculty, and ad-
ministration in the sense that they
don't fly off the handle in emotional
matters,"
In comparison to many other
schools, Blake said, "Everything
here is viewed in more per-
spective. The approach is one of
reasonableness."
When asked about the function
and operation of news and public
relations at Trinity as compared
with Haverford, Blake said the
functions and operations are
basically the same, although there
is a difference in degree. He said
both schools' activities are similar,
but Trinity has a greater number
of them to report on.
His challenge, he said, is to find
out about what's going on here so
that he may give it due publicity.
James K. Blake
attitude, Lockwood hoped that
"through Babbidge's presence we
might get involved in some new
programs we might, otherwise
have trouble establishing."
The President emphasized that
cooperation with other institutions
does not mean lower standards. He
said that if we enter into any
agreement "we enter at our
standards,"
The question of Trinity's
resources being expanded in a
cooperative program has also
arisen. President Lockwood
responded that the problem of
pressure on our resources was not
solvable.
When asked his views regarding
the resource problem involved in a
cooperative venture, economics
professor Dr. Robert Battis said,
"I would suspect that the purpose
is to conserve resources." Though
he "wouldn't- want to predict,"
Battis did equate resources with
faculty in this instance.
President Lockwood sum-
marized the issue by pointing to the
basic underlying conflict between
undergraduate concerns and
community pressures. He felt that
the community desires some form
of cooperative effort while un-
dergraduate concerns imply
autonomy,
Mather's Portrait
Slashed
by Diane Molleson
Two weeks ago, the portrait of
William Gwinn Mather, which
hangs over the fireplace in Wean
Lounge, was found slashed. The
painting of Mather, a one-time
trustee of Trinity and the endower
of Mather Hall, was damaged with
a dull instrument such as a pen.
Food was also thrown on it. The
estimated cost of repairing
Mather's picture is $500.00.
David Lee, the associate dean of
student services, said he feels that
this incident "reflects the attitude
of some students towards school
property," adding, "not all the
students are to blame."
Already this year, dorm fur-
niture has been stolen, televisions
have been wrecked, and windows
and doors have been broken.
"Tuition is needlessly spent every
year repairing and replacing these
items," commented Lee. "The
$500.00 needed to repair Mather's
portrait could have been put to
better use," he added.
"Now, because of the way some
students treat school property, the
administration hesitates before
buying expensive furniture and
equipment for the school," said
Lee. "At first, we assumed that the
students would take care of
property and we bought very good
furniture, etc. for the campus," he
said. "Now, however, we know
from previous experience that they
don't, and although we do replace
damaged and stolen items, we
don't buy as expensive ones
anymore. Now we just buy
durable, useful furniture ana
equipment for we know it will soon
be wrecked," he remarked.
Kollege And Kennel
(Continued from page 1)
fluential factor in barring pets
from the campus this year, said
Spencer.
The Pet Friend's Association
(P.F.A.) is a local group of pet
owners which was instrumental in
originally allowing students to
have dogs and cats on campus. The
and required a payment of a $15
experiment began four years ago
registration fee for each pet.
According to Spencer, the P.F.A.
group "performed a very con-
scientious job in veterinary ser-
vices, and did its best to outline the
'do's and don'ts' of student pet
care."
However,
creasingly
because
obvious
of the in-
inhumane
treatment of pets at Trinity, and
the rising number of students who
refused to join the P.F.A. as well as
disregarded its rules, the "P.F.A.
saw that their experiment was
failing," said Spencer. Because
good pet owners were m
the minority on campus, last year,
the pet friends group recom-
mended that dogs and cats pe
barred from camps once ;aga.ffl-
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Fast Receives Little Support On Trinity Campus
by Henry B. Merens HI # 1by HenryOn Thursday, November 20th,
the Trinity Hunger Action Project
once again sponsored a fast to
raise money to be sent to the in-
digent, the Third World countries
of Latin America, Africa and Asia.
Last year, over 800 students
signed up not to eat in Mather, with
Saga providing a rebate of $1.80
per fasting student; this year less
than 400 students signed up for the
fast.
Pe.ter Jessop, one of the leaders
of THAP was outside of Mather all
day on Thursday, taking con-
tributions from those who believed
in the cause but didn't have any
desire to fast. When asked about
his feelings on the fast and what it
represented, he indicated that
although it would be nice if those
who were fasting felt a symbolic
identification with those who are
starving, the purpose of the fast
was to raise money, and con-
sequently, students who visited
ABC or Friendly's didn't bother
him as long as they signed up or
contributed.
A major issue embodied in the
fast was the U.N. resolution last
week equating Zionism with
Racism. Many students would not
fast as a result of the vote, con-
"In The
Tom
Nation"
Wicker To
Clement
Deliver
Lecture
by Jim Cobbs
Well-known liberal columnist,
author, and associate editor of The
New York Times, Tom Wicker, will
present the ninth annual Martin W.
Clement Memorial Lecture on
Tuesday, December 2 at 8:15 in the
Washington Room.
Wicker's column, "In The
Nation," has been called "one of
our principle national assets" by
Newsweek's Peter S. Prescott.
Wicker accused the Nixon Ad-
ministration of creating the
beginnings of a police state. He
opposed the no-knock entry
provision on drug control and
denounced Watergate and the
bombing of Cambodia. He was one
of the journalists on Nixon's so-
called enemy list submitted by
John Dean to the Senate Select
Committee on Presidential
Campaign Activities.
Wicker began his career as a
journalist after graduating from
the University of North Carolina in
1948. He worked for a number of
North Carolina newspapers, in-
cluding The Winston-Salem
Journal, where he worked as copy
editor, sports editor, Sunday
feature section editor and then as
the paper's Washington
correspondent.
In 1957 he went to Harvard
University as a Nieman Fellow. He
returned to Winston-Salem as
editorial writer on the Journal,
then city hall reporter. In August,
1959, he became associate editor of
Job Opportunities
Announced
by Steve Kayman
As a part of its new program, the
Career Counseling Office will
periodically be announcing job
opportunities available to students.
The idea of publishing job
openings stemmed from a
suggestion by a member of the
newly-organized Career Coun-
seling Student Advisory Com-
mittee. It was pointed out by
members of the committee that,
although Career Counseling posts
such opportunities as part-time
and summer jobs, most students
are unaware of the existence of this
service.
Any further suggestions for
improvements in the services
offered by Career Counseling
should be addressed to the students
on the committee; Ken Hampton,
Susan Lewis, Cuyler Overholt,
Charles Kellner, Margie Sutro,
Kent Allen, Susan Grey, Yutaka
(Ishi) Ishizaka, Steve Kayman,
Bill McCandless, and Peter Wolk,
or to the Career Counselor, Dr.
Christopher Shinkman.
This week's part-time job an-
nouncements are as follows:
1) Two students are needed by
we Trinity News Bureau for at
least io hours a week, in in-
crements of not less than 3 hours,
with preference going to freshmen
?nQ sophomores. Qualifications
mclude touch typing of at least 50
words a minute, ability to prepare
a simple news release, ablity to
proof accurately, and punctuality.
Interested students should call Jim
Blake or Milli Silvestri, ext. 370 or
217, for an interview.
2) Peter Wittman Handcrafted
Jewelry needs a salesgirl at two
locations, West Farms Mall and
Hartford Civic Center. The position
is full or part-time from November
28 to December 12 and pays
2.50/hour. If interested, contact
Margaret Fredericks at 561-2382.
3) The Connecticut State Library
has two part-time openings
(minimum of 15 hours/week)
through the school year to become
full-time in the summer. One
position is in the Inter-Library Loan
Center and the other is in the
Library for the Blind and
Physically Handicapped. Both are
located at 90 Washington Street and
pay a minimum of $2.01/hour.
Inquiries should be made to David
Peck at 566-7021.
4) The Mogul Ski and Tennis
Shop, at Hartford Civic Center, is
looking for someone with ski and
sales experience. The hours are
primarily on Thursday and Friday
evenings and Saturday, up to 20
hours/week. Contact Ken
Olesnevich at 278-6212.
5) A Blackjack and Craps Dealer
is needed for a Las Vegas Night to
be held on Saturday, December 13
from 7:30-11:00 pm. For further
information, call 243-1375.
tending that the money would be
sent to countries that had voted in
favor of the resolution.
When questioned on the U.N.
vote, Jessop replied that although
he was opposed to the vote, he
believes that it only served to
solidify feelings that were already
present, and cautioned against
regarding the resolution as
recently conceived.
"Anti-Zionist sentiment has
prevailed for a long time," he said,
"but that doesn't negate the fact
that people are starving in those
countries." Many people agreed
with Jessop's stance, but they
believed that the money sent to the
countries might possibly be used
for projects other than the problem
of starvation. A few students felt
that the money would be directed
towards militaristic actions
against Israel.
Campus reasons for supporting
the fast were generally financial,
but there were exceptions. One
student decided to fast as a test of
her willpower. Other students
signed up for the fast as a result of
being intimidated by THAP
recruiters outside of Mather. One
student, when asked about his
reasons for fasting replied, "there
were so many things to sign outside
of Mather, I guess I put my name
down on the fast list by mistake."
(The student was referring to
the petition circulating and the sale
of concert tickets.) There was no
student interviewed that felt any
symbolic identification with the
starving people to which the money
is being sent.
The majority of students did not
fast and hence, the reasons against
the fast are numerous. In addition
to the prevailing sentiment against
the U.N. vote, many students felt
that the fast did not center on the
major problem of these countries,
over-population. One student
remarked, "We should have sent
rations of the Pill."
Students felt that those who were
fasting, were trying to alleviate
guilt feelings and wouldn't become
a part of that hypocrisy.
Finally, there was a feeling of
distrust of SAGA, primarily
because of a $1.80 rebate despite
the fact it costs amost $4.00 a day to
eat in Mather. This discrepancy
was explained by SAGA as being a
result of constant'overhead costs
that must be maintained.
the Nashville Tennessean.
-Wicker joined The New York
Times in 1960 as a Capitol Hill
reporter and later White House
correspondent. His coverage of
Kennedy's assassination was
considered a marvel of accuracy
considering the limited facts and
time he had worked with. He
became chief of the Washington
Bureau of The New York Times in
1964.
In 1966 Wicker began to write "In
The Nation," and in 1968 he was
appointed associate editor of The
New York Times, the position he
holds today.
Wicker .is the author of eight
novels and three non-fiction books,
among them Facing The Lions and
A Time To Die, which have
received the widest acclaim.
Wicker was chosen by rioting
inmates at Attica to the Citizens
Mediating Committee. He in-
spected prison facilities and
supervised negotiations between
inmates and prison officials. As a
result of his activities, Wicker has
suffered a measure of professional
ostracism.
"There is a mainstream of
journalism," he explained to David
Wise, "and if you get out of the
mainstream...off the reservation,
you feel it. I feel more support
today from the public and less
from among my peers in the press
corps."
Herbert Aptheker To Speak .
On Black Response to Slavery
by Robert Gibson
On Wednesday, December 3, Dr.
Herbert Aptheker, an authority on
Black American- history, will
lecture on "The Responce of Black
People to Slavery in the United
States" in McCook Auditorium at 4
P.M.
Dr. Aptheker is a graduate of
Columbia University where he
received his B.S. in 1936, and his
M.A. in 1937. In 1943, he received
his doctorate degree also at
Columbia. He also has an honorary
doctorate from Martin Luther
University in Germany. In 1946, he
was awarded a Guggenheim
fellowship. From 1948 to 1952, he
was the editor of "Masses and
Mainstream," and editor of
"Political Affairs" from 1952 to
1963.
Dr. Aptheker has long been a
student of Afro-American history.
His master's thesis at Columbia
was written on "Nat Turner's
Slave Rebellion." This thesis was
later published in 1966. His first
book, The Negro in the Civil War,
was published in 1938. Since that
time, he has written and edited
more than fifteen books on Afro-
American history and nearly
twenty others on American history
and Marxist studies. Among Dr.
Aptheker's works in the field of
Black history are: American
Negro Slave Revolts (1943), the
classic study on slave rebellions in
the United States; To Be Free:
Studies in Negro History (1948);
and the monumental three volume-
Documentary History of the Negro
People in the United States (1951,
1973, 1974).
The late W.E.B. DuBois, scholar-
activist in the Black liberation
movement from the turn of the
century until his death in 1963, was
a close friend of Dr. Aptheker and
admired his work. DuBois chose
him to be literary executor and
editor of!his thousands of letters
and papers. The first volume of
The Correspondence of W.E.B.
DuBois, 1877-1934 was published by
Aptheker in 1973. Most recently he
has prepared an Annotated
Bibliography of the Published
Writings of W.E.B. DuBois (1973),
the most complete reference work
available on DuBois. Dr. Aptheker
also edited the Autobiography of
W.E.B. DuBois which was
published in 1968.
Since 1964, Dr. Aptheker has
been the national director of the
American Institute for Marxist
Studies, a non-profit educational
research and bibliographical in-
stitute in New York City which
encourages Marxist and radical
scholarship in the United States.
Dr. Aptheker is a member of the
American Historical Association
and the Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History.•: He has
lectured throughout. the '- United
States and Europe, and is spon-
sored at Trinity College by the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks.
Hansen Is New Director
Of Alumni Relations
by Wenda Harris
< "The College has been one of my
major interests since graduating
from Trinity, and I've always had
a hidden ambition to return and
become a part of its ad-
ministration," said Gerald J .
Hansen, Jr., new director of
alumni relations.
Hansen has been president of the
Philadelphia Alumni Association,
vice president of the National
Alumni Association, and a member
of the Board of Fellows for six
years.
He graduated with a degree in
economics from Trinity and from
the Wharton Graduate School of
Business at the University of
Pennsylvania. He then attended
Navy Officers Candidate School
and served in both Korea and Viet
Nam.
After working in the textile in-
dustry for several years, Hansen
formed the South Carolina Cor-
poration in 1971. A couple of years
later the company merged with
another company to become Mary-
Jane, Inc., a manufacturing
company where Hansen served as
president.
Hansen said he hopes his
business experiences "will have a
valuable effect on my con-
tributions to Trinity."
Hansen's position as director of
alumni relations involves the
overall administration and
coordination of alumni affairs.
He said he feels one of his
primary functions to better serve
Gerald J . Hansen, J r .
Trinity alumni is to develop strong
national and local area
associations. His job also involves
"educating alumni as much as
possible about Trinity in action,"
he said. He added that he is in-
terested in all aspects of the
College.
"I'm anxious to learn as much as
possible about all phases of college
education and administration in
order to be able to respond
positively to alumni and parents
when confronted with questions
about Trinity," Hansen said.
Qne of the ways in which he plans
to do this, he said, is to work
closely with the Office of
Development and the Career
Counseling Office.
Although he said he wants more
time to observe the operation of the
Alumni Office before making any
changes he may find necessary for
a more effective operation, Hansen
has already put his idea of working
with other offices into practice.
He and Dr. Christopher Jr.
Shinkman, director of; career
counseling and placement, have
been working closely together in
the development of an Alumni-
Parent Career Advisory Program.
Hansen said he and Shinkman
sent letters to all Trinity alumni
and parents askingif they would be
willing to participate. in the
program. The letters, were sent out
iA early November, Hansen said,
and the responses so far has been
"overwhelming."
"I feel the program will give
students added opportunity in the
difficult process of choosing a
career," Hansen said. He added
that the program will hopefully be
in full operation within six weeks.
The recent Reunion-
Homecoming Weekend, for which
Hansen served.as coordinator, was
a valuable learning process for
him, he said, and he feels that it
was a success.
His impression of Trinity alumni
and parents has been "very
positive," Hansen said. "I 'm
particularly impressed by the
great interest shown by alumni and
present and past parents for the
well-being of the College."
Hansen is assisted in the Alumni
Relations Office by Lucy Myshrall
and Karen Picker.
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Calendar
The Academic Calendar for
Christmas Term 1975 includes the
following special aspects;
Undergraduate classes on
Monday, December 8, will follow
the normal Friday format.
Undergraduate classes on
Tuesday, December 9, will follow
the normal Thursday format.
December 10 is the last day of
undergraduate classes this term.,
and December 19 is the last day of
graduate classes.
X-mas Fair
Christmas Fair, Saint Lawrence
O'Toole Church Hall, 480 New
Britain Avenue, Hartford.
Homemade Articles, Baked Goods,
Christmas Ornament Boutique,
Santa Claus and a Snack Bar.
Saturday, December 6th, 6:00 PM -
10:00 PM and Sunday, December
7th, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM. Free
admission.
Pass/Fall
Up until 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, 25
November 1975, any student may
elect to receive a letter grade in a
course he is presently taking
Pass/Fail. See the Registrar to do
this. No course may be converted
from a grade to the Pass/Fail
system of grading now, however.
Pre-registration
A reminder that Preregistration
is December 4 and 5, in the
Washington Room, from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Financial Aid
Applications for financial aid
from Trinity for the Trinity Term,
1976, are now available in the
Financial Aid office in Downes
Memorial. The deadline for
completing the application is
Friday, December 5.
Summer Literature Program in England
Reports on the Oxford Summer
Seminar run by the University of
Massachusetts are that it is quite a
good summer program of study
abroad. Normally, a student may
gain two course credits at Trinity
for successful completion of two of
the courses in this program.
The deadline for application for
the summer of 1976 is 1 March 1976,
but completed applications are
reviewed and admission granted
on a "rolling basis". Therefore, it
is advantageous to apply early.
The charter flight for the
program leaves Boston on 16 June
and returns on 18 August (a student
may elect to travel on his own
instead of using the group char-
ter) . The total cost for the program
(including the group charter) is
$1,100. Approximately 14 days at
the start of the program are free
for independent travel as are 5
days at the conclusion of the
program. Such travel is at each
student's own expense.
Requirements for the program
are that a student have taken at
least five course credits in English
or Humanities courses and have an
average of at least B.
The program states that, "Late
in the spring a few $200 awards
often become available for general
use as token scholarships from
Seminar funds, but such sources
cannot be taken for granted."
For further information and
application materials write to:
Professor Ernest H. Hofer,
Associate Chairman, Department
of English, Bartlett Hall,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002.
Thanksgiving Library Hours
Wednesday, November 26
Thursday, November 27
Friday, November 28
Saturday, November 29
Sunday, November 30
Monday, December 1
The Watkinson Library will
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
through Sunday, November 30,
5 p.m. on December 1.
8:30a,m.-4:30p.m.
Closed
10a,m.-5p.m.
10a.m.-5p.m.
2 p.m.-12 midnight
Resume Regular Library Hours
be open Wednesday, November 26,
but closed Thursday, November 27,
and resume regular hours, 8:30 a.m.-
WASHINGTON, D.C.-Despite
current concern over declines in
scores on college aptitude tests,
there is no evidence of "a massive
slide-off in the basics," a
prominent educator asserts,
Fred T. Wilhelms, former
executive secretary of the
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development,
declares: "The worst that can be
said is that we may have come
down a little from the crest of the
mid sixties, leaving us still well
above any prior time."
Wilhelms then lists the "trade-
offs" - improvements in the schools
today he says more than make up
for the possible slight declines in
academic accomplishments.
The former education
association executive presents his
views in the November-December
issue of the National Education
Association journal, Today's
Education. In a companion article,
News Notes
Educator Sees No Major Erosion or Basics, Lists Gains
the president of Johns Hopkins
University accepts the premise
that educational standards are
slipping, then offers five reasons
why they are difficult to maintain
in the modern American system of
mass education.
While Wilhelms' conjectures that
public discontent over test scores
may largely be resentment of
change in education and a longing
for familiar old-fashioned content
combined with rigid discipline, he
does acknowledge that "a quick
survey showed that there is some
reason to suspect a slippage in the
past decade" in educational1
achievement.
In a closer look at several
evidences of decline, the educator
either finds reasons to hold the
results in doubt or basic ex-
planations of why the minor
declines have come about. For
example, he explains the drop in
science test scores as follows:
'In the youth movements of the
past decade, one prominent
feature has been a revulsion
against all things technological.
For a few years after Sputnik,
young people went for the
tremendous emphasis on science;
then they began moving away from
the sciences and toward the
humanities and things of the
spirit....This does not make a
decline any more palatable in a
society which greatly needs
scientific-technological insight and
skill, but it may very well mean
that the problem centers in the
priorities of you young people-not
in the deterioration in the quality of
instructional programs."
Among the things that happened
to youth "on the road to 1975,"
Wilhelms lists disillusionment with
the war in Vietnam, a massive
alienation from the old establish-
ment, formation of youthful
countercultures, revulsion against
materialism and careerism, a
driving quest for new life-styles, a
new morality, and a new mode of
relationships among groups and
between individuals.
The#writer suggests several
"trade-offs" or gains he believes
the schools have made that out-
weigh possible academic losses.
For instance, "If student
motivation has waned a bit in the
sciences, should we not balance
into the equation the enormous
strides we are taking in the
humanities?"
Muller concludes by em-
phasizing the importance of an
educated and skilled citizenry in a
society where popular par-
ticipation has become virtually all-
inclusive. "Even the most critical
assessment of declining standards
represents no argument against
the American experiment of
unlimited educational opportunity
for.all the people," he emphasizes.
Go home on Allegheny. And
save yourself some money. We
offer a wide variety of discount
travel plans with big savings for
groups and individuals.
The Liberty Fare. You can go
home and a lot of other places
besides; with unlimited travel at
one low price. You get a choice of
3 plans, too-7 days for $129, 14
days for $ 149 and 21 days for $ 179.
Good everywhere we fly, except
Canada.
Group 10. Save up to 33'/3%
roundtrip (up to 20% one way).
Groups of 10 or more save when
they purchase tickets 48 hours in
advance and take off together. And
you can each return separately, if
you like. Good everywhere we fly.
Group 4-9. Save up to 20%
roundtrip. Groups of 4 to 9 save
when }ou make reservations 48
hours in advance and fly together
to and from selected cities. Stay at
lea t^ 3 bin no more than 30 days.
Leave before noon on weekdays—
anytime on weekends.
Weekend. Save up to 25% on
your roundtrip ticket when you
go and return on a Saturday or
Sunday.
For complete information on
all of our money-saving discount
travel plans and flight reservations,
see your Travel Agent or call your
local Allegheny Airlines reserva-
tions number. And get ready to go
home or anywhere else.
EISJV
_^menca s 6th largest passenger-carrying airiine.
In the accompanying article,
President Steven Muller of Johns
Hopkins University lists these
"fundamental reasons why
standards in the modern American
system of mass education are
extremely difficult to maintain".
Debate
Professors: Bill Puka,
Clyde McKee, Howard
Delong, Michael Salks,
and Student Tim Cobbs
will discuss the issue of
Academic Honesty and
the role of the institution
In upholding it.
TUNE IN ON
TUESDAY,
November 25th, at 4:30 p.m.
H ^ - * ( g | w w — — -- —• —
Y There IS a
difference!}!
S»CAT
DAT
LSAT
GRE
GSWAT
OCAT
CPAT
VAT
SAT
FLEX
ECFMG
NATI mm. wm
NAT1 DENTAL B*D$
Over 35 years
ol experience
and-success
Voluminous home
study materials
Courses Ihai ate
constantly updated
Small classes
Center
open days
evenings &
weekends
Complete tape
laciliiies lor
reviews ot class
lessons and lor use*
ot supplementary
materials
Mako-ups lor
missed lessons
at our center
KJCAtlONSlN
MANHATTAN. BKIYN. I.I.
& Maior Cities in U S.A
IKPUM
TDEDUCATIONAL CENTER. I
PHf MAHAhQN
SPECIAL COMPACT
Courses during Xmas and
intersessions
<212) 336 • 5300
&« wfttt 1675 East iSU.Stf»et « J§ A > Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229
 tf»jffl
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TX To Provide Relief For Three Offices
by Scotte Gordon
( Plans for the conversion of the
Y~ former TX fraternity house at 76
? Vernon St. into office space will
i relieve some of the tight ad-
f ministrative quarters .on campus
f and provide ample room for the
three offices scheduled for
relocation to perform their ser-
vices. : , =
Vice President of the College
Thomas A. Smith announced that
after scheduled renovations, TX
will serve as headquarters for
Upward Bound, the Individualized
Degree Program (IDP) arid the
offices of Colleges Counselors Dr.
Randolph Lee, Dr. George Higgins
and intern Betsey Justice.
Dr. Randolph Lee, Associate
College Counselor, explained that
"the relocation will bring the
department's whole service
together." College Counseling
presently operates out of three
offices in Life Science Center.
Prior to this, the College Coun-
selors were located in Downes. The
separation of the intern from the
other counselors offices proved the
disadvantage to this arrangement,
and resulted in a disjointed service
according to Lee.
According to the remodeling
plans for TX, Higgins, Lee and
Justice will each occupy a private
office and share an adjoining
waiting room. "The increased size
of the offices will allow for more
flexibility in group work," Lee
noted.
Lee cited that the relocation of
College Counseling will benefit the
students by making counseling
services more approachable.
Students presently have to pass
through the entire Psychology
Department in order to reach
College Counseling offices in Life
Science, Lee describes this as a
condition lacking confidentiality
which serves as a "potential
source of discouragement" for
some students. "76 Vernon St. is1 a
reasonably convenient spot with a
degree ot confidentiality," he
emphasized.
William Guzman, Director of
Upward Bound, felt that the space
allocated in TX will enable Upward
Bound to accomplish their goals
and generally "simplify" their
operations. The transfer of Up-
ward Bound has been necessitated
by its confinement to a limited
amount of space since the
Anderson Speaks On
Politics of Science
Scientist Sam Anderson from the
State University of New York gave
a lecture dealing with the "politics
of science" in .the Life Sciences
Auditorium last Wednesday af-
ternoon, Nov. 11. The lecture,
concerned itself mainly with the
relation of science in general to
society and its economy. In par-
ticular, the relationship of science
to Third World persons and Black
Americans was discussed.
Mr. Anderson viewed science as
an inseparable part of capitalist
development, and went on to ex-
plore in detail the flow of economies
and the role of science in this flow.
A main tension in an economy, as
pointed out by Mr. Anderson, ,was
the balance between science and
labor. Science had often developed
new methods and inventions, but
their use was delayed because of
cheap labor. As examples, Mr.
Anderson cited the cotton gin and
the vacuum cleaner. "Why should I
buy a vacuum cleaner when I can
have a nigger come in and clean
for less?", said Anderson, quoting
an imaginary consumer of the
past.
Another main point of the lecture
was science's history and the
Black's role in it. Mr. Anderson
noted that in general. Black people
understand very little about
science. He emphasized that this
was not a result of heredity or
genes or any biological happening,
but because Blacks are "more
forced out than others by the socio-
economic processes in the world".
More recently, of course, The
Blacks are finding that they do
have a history in light of recent
investigations into all aspects of
Black history. As evidence of this,
Anderson pesented as an example
the finding of iron smelting works
more than 40,000 years old in
Southern Africa. As iron smelting
is a rather advanced process,
Anderson found this finding as
evidence that a highly intelligent
civilization once existed in South
Africa. Due to the great age of this
civilization, Mr. Anderson even
suggested that the "motion of
knowledge moved from South
Africa upwards to Europe."
The lecture concluded with a
discussion of current socio-
economic barriers which
presented themselves to the young
emerging Black scientist. The
meeting closed with an informal
question and answer session as to
how these barriers could best be
avoided.
relocation of Career Counseling in
Seabury. Upward Bound will oc-
cupy three office spaces and a
conference room once remodeling
in TX is complete.
Guzman views the conference
room as an essential addition to
Upward Bound's facilities. This
room is designed for interviews
with student participants in the
Upward Bound program and
meetings with community of-
ficials. Four rooms in McCook are
presently reserved for these
purposes on Saturday mornings.
According to Guzman, upward
Bound's move from the center of
campus to Vernon St. should not be
detrimental to their normal func-
tioning. Initially, Guzman's main
concern was the distance that
would be created between students
participating in Upward Bound's
summer session (who reside in
Elton and Jones and attend classes
in Life Science) and headquarters
on Vernon St. However, plans are
already underway to allocate some
temporary office space central to
the students during the summer
months to Upward Bound possibly
in Jones basement. Guzman noted
that Upward Bound offices at
UConn and Wesleyan operate
under the same system.
The relocation of IDP to TX will
not entail any significant changes
to that department. IDP's main
office will be housed at TX, while
the lounge at 76 Vernon, their
present location, will still be used
for conference purposes.
MHBOG Receives 25% Rebate
Freed Unconvincing On RFK Death
by Jim Essey
On June 6, 1968, Senator Robert
F. Kennedy was murdered in Los
Angeles. A Palestinian Arab
named Sirhan B. Sirhan was
convicted of the crime of killing the
Senator from New York. None of
the bullets from Robert Kennedy
were fired by Sirhan's gun. All the
eyewitnesses placed Sirhan in
front of Kennedy and no closer
than three feet away. According to
the coroner who examined the
Senator, the shot that killed him
entered from behind his right ear
at almost point blank range.
There v/as a mysterious woman
in a polka dot dress with Sirhan.
Eyewitnesses claimed that she was
holding Sirhan from behind and
whispering in his ear. This same
woman was 'present in Dealy
Plaza on the day of John F. Ken-
nedy's assassination. The report on
this woman is missing from the Los
Angeles Police Department files.
Donald Freed, co-author of the
film "Executive Action," and
author of The Killing of RFK spoke
before a gathering of some 250
students Monday night in the
Washington Room.
To start the program, Freed
began with a discussioti of the JFK
assassination showing 2 films, 1 of
which contained an interview with
the actors in the Freed movie, and
the other, the famous Zapruder
film, showed the assassination of
JFK. Unfortunately, the quality of
both films was not great, and they
were, at times, difficult to see.
After the films, Mr. Freed
continued by discussing Lee
Harvey Oswald playing a tape
purporting to be of Oswald con-
fessing his U.S. Government
connections to a psychologist.
Unfortunately, here again the
quality was very poor and Mr.
Freed was forced to narrate, for
the audience, just what was being
said.
After some 45 minutes of
discussion, Mr. Freed began to
consider the subject of his lecture,
RFK.
He brought up the facts men-
tioned above documenting them
with several xeroxed copies of
confidential CIA and FBI reports.
It appears as if Sirhan was totally
hypnotised by anti-U.S.
propaganda shown him, killing
RFK while in a trance. Mr. Freed
stated that Sirhan was a product of
"manipulation and force."
On this note, the formal part of
the lecture ended so that questions
from the audience could be fielded.
First up was the U.S. Labor party,
who though not asking a direct
question, discussed their party's
work in this country against the
Fund-Raising
Phonothon
About thirty Trinity students will
be participating in the Annual
Giving Campaign as phonothon
volunteers. Undergraduate in-
volvement in Alumni Fund ac-
tivities was begun several years
ago. and each year students have
become increasingly valuable to
the success of the annual cam-
paign.
This year the joint student-
alumni phone canvassing will take
place at four evening sessions on
December R, 9, 10, and 11. Un-
dergraduate participants will be
invited to join alumni for dinner in
Hamlin Hall before each of the two-
hour phonothons. Students par-
ticipating for the first time will
learn phoning techniques and basic
alumni fact information at a short
training session on Monday,
December 1, at 4 p.m.
Several places remain open for
student volunteers on December 8,
9, and 11. Any interested students
are encouraged to contact
Raymond Johnson (249-0788) or
Karen Jeffers (246-6665) for fur-
ther information.
underground political machine
headed by Nelson Rockefeller.
Recovering from this shock, the
audience reverted back to the
matter at hand asking for more
information than was stated in the
lecture.
After the question and answer
period, Mr. Freed asked persons to
come up and discuss any further
points with him individually, while
examining his evidence. Un-
fortunately, due to a heavy
schedule, Mr. Freed was unable to
cope with any questions
challenging the validity of his
evidence as seen by his comment
to Paul Sloan '79 "Don't attempt to
provoke me in the mood I'm in."
This last quote seems to sum up
the overall tone of the lecture. Most
students felt Mr. Freed spent little
time in preparing his presentation
and didn't really want to be talking
to them in the first place. Certainly
no comparison in regard to content
could be frawn between this and
that given by Robert Salzman last,
year discussing JFK. Fortunately,
MHBQG wasable to receive a 25%
rebate on Mr. Freed's contracted
.price of $800.00 for not expressly
following those ideas so stated in
his contract.
TRINITY PUBLISHERS BOX
The Trinity TRIPOD, vol. 74,
issue 11, November 18, 1975. The
TRIPOD is published weekly on
Tuesdays, except vacations,
during the academic year.
Student subscriptions are in-
cluded in the student activities
fee; other subscriptions are
$12.00 per year. The TRIPOD is
printed by the Palmer Journal
Register, Palmer, Mass., and
published af Trinity College,
Hartforcf, Conn. 06106. Second-
ciass postage paid at Hartford,
Connecticut, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Advertising rates
are $1.80 per column inch, $33.
per quarter page, $62. per half
page, and $120 for a full-page ad.
How To See Your Government Files And Add To Them At The Same Time
(CPS)-You may be more im-
portant than you think.
If you belong to a black student
group; if you have participated in
any one of a wide range of campus
political activities; if you have had
any connection with a group even
vaguely radical, then there may be
a file on you somewhere in
Washington. Under the Freedom of
Information Act and the Privacy
Act (a recent amendment to the
original Freedom of Information
Act), you can obtain those files. •
There are more than 100
government agencies which have
some sort of intelligence function.
Under the new law, you may make
requests to any federal agency.
Several agencies have admitted to
conducting illegal investigations of
American citizens. These include
*e CIA, the FBI, the Justice
Department, the Department of
Defense, the Civil Service Com-
mission, the Secret Service and the
Internal Revenue Service.
To obtain files under the Act,
write a letter to each agency from
which you want to request your
records. Your letter should
initially indicate that it is a request
under the Freedom of Information
Act as amended: Section 552 of
Title 5, United States Code.
State that you are requesting
records stored under your name or
documents containing your name.
You should indicate the willingness
to pay reasonable fees for search
and copying, though you may wish
to request a waiver of fees (the CIA
routinely waives fees on request
for personal records—other
agencies do not). The charges may
range anywhere from $10 to $50.
In the request letter, provide
your full name and full present
address and your Social Security
number. It is also helpful to include
your phone number. Many federal
agencies now require that your
signature on the request letter be
notarized, to insure that you are
who you say you are.
The law states that you are
entitled to a response within ten
working days. Your letter should
request a response within that
time.
If your request is denied in whole
or in part, you have the right of
appeal. The denial letter by the
agency will give you the name of
the person within the agency to
whom the appeal should be sent.
.Your appeal must be answered by
the agency within 20 working days.
If your appeal is denied and you
still want to puruse your records,
you can file suit in the Federal
District Court of your home town,
in the District of Columbia or
where your records are kept.
1
 In addition to your right to study
your own files, the Freedom of
Information Act allows you to
request changes-or deletions in the
information they contain, and
gives you control over what other
agencies that information is
passed on to.
The Freedom of Information Act
does hold one slight Catch 22. If you
do have records in a particular
agency, your request letter for
those records will be added to
them. And if you didn't have a file
before, you do now: a file will be
started and your request for your
file will be the first item in it.
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The call to action
Editorials
Saturday night several Trinity students were harassed
and assaulted by non-students attending an on-campus
function. No arrests were reported.
Several North Campus residents reported to Hartford
Police that they had been approached for money in Mather
Hall; they said that when they refused, they were
assaulted by the individual. While the students were
waiting for aid behind the main desk at Mather, the at-
tacker continued to threaten them. Two students were
slightly injured.
Earlier in the evening, two female students reported
being approached and harassed by two non-students near
the Goodwin Arch area.
In other incidents, a girl reported being "hassled" by a
non-student in the High Rise lobby. Another North Campus
resident was assaulted and injured in theCook Arch.
One student reported having been juniped by four non-
students near the entrance to the Cave in Mather Hall
about mignight.
The Tripod finds incidents such as these absolutely in-
tolerable. It is incredible to realize that students cannot
walk around this campus without being assaulted and
attacked by itinerant party-goers. We cannot believe that
we must spend $5,000 per year in tuition and fees and yet
still huddle in terror in our rooms for fear of being at-
tacked if we set foot on our own campus. The absurdity of
this is staggering.
The Tripod realizes that most of the trouble stemmed
from "impoverished" gate crashers, unwilling to pay the
admission price, but willing enough to come on campus
drunk, stoned, speeding or otherwise trashed. The
situation is intolerable, but must be handled practically.
Such unwelcome visitors cannot be permitted to wreak
their havoc at the expense of the personal liberties of
Trinity students.
In the affair itself, activity was reasonably ordered,
possibly due to the presence of a Hartford police officer.
However, it is the gate crashers which seem to cause the
trouble. Campus security did its best; they were swamped.
Understaffing is, however, no excuse for threatening the
very lives of Trinity students.
The Tripod recommends most vigorously the hiring of
extra security personnel, either by the College or by the
sponsoring organization of any campus function open to
the public. If additional funding is necessary from the
College, we urge the administration to act without delay.
In addition, we feel that requiring sponsoring
organizations to hire two Hartford police officers, one in
the function and one for the campus, would not be ex-
cessive. The alternative is to exclude all non-students from
on-campus functions.
This outrage cannot be permitted to continue.
thanks for
blood
One week ago today, the Trinity
Red Cross Bloodmobile Drive that
was held, yielded 308 pints of blood,
Although this is a respectable
output in terms of our past blood
drive performances* in a coor-
dinated college community effort
such as thii involving Trinity
administrators, secretaries,
faculty, and students, we number
2000 strong, and are certainly
capable of providing a more
sizeable blood contribution.
Maybe, if we were all more
aware of the extraordinary Red
Cross program in this state, we
would be more likely to give blood,
Perhaps, for instance, you did not
know that the Connecticut Red
Cross is the only state Red Cross in
the United States that supplies at
no charge the resident and non-
resident needy with the blood they
require. And perhaps you did not
know that Connecticut Red Cross,
because it does not pay their
donors, has the purest blood supply
and lowest rate of blood tran-
sfusion complications and in-
fections per thousand of any state
in the Union. And perhaps you did
not know that the Trinity people
with "O-Negative" blood who
decided to make the time to donate
their blood on Tuesday, had their
blood used at Hartford Hospital on
Wednesday, to save the life of a
person who required emergency
open-heart surgery.
So, for all the people who will
benefit from the 308 pints of blood
that the Trinity College community
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gave Jast week, I would like to
extend sincere appreciation to all
the people who came on Tuesday to
donate their blood, and to thank
Maryann Crea, Ellen Burchenal,
Marty Kanoff, and especially my
co-ordinator, Gil Childers for
donating, as well as their blood,
their volunteer services from 8:30-
5:00 that day.
Like most of the donors and all of
the other full-day student volun-
teers, I am from out of state, but I
know a good cause when I see one.
How about producing, for a change
the sizeable blood contribution of
which we are capable, during next
semester's blood drive? C'mon, it
really doesn't hurt to give blood
and also, it is an indesecribable
feeling to know that your donated
blood will help save a life,
Hope to see you at the next
Letters
Trinity College Red Cross Blood
Drive on Wednesday, March 3,
1976.
Thanks again to all who volun-
teered their blood and time.
Sincerely,
Peter Wolk'77
Chairman - Trinity Red Cross
Blood Drive
problem of
plagiarism
To the Editor:
A few weeks ago a freshman was
accused of plagiarism by a
professor here at Trinity. On
Monday, November 17 the
Academic Affairs Committee
voted to suspend him for the rest of
the term.
Although the fact that he was
suspended and not censured. is
subject to debate, I feel that there
was an inexcusable mistake made
on a different level-in particular,
on the part of the student's
professor.
A teacher who discovers that one
of his students has plagiarized on a
paper, examination, etc., has, I
believe, two options concerning
what action he should take. He can
present his case before the
Academic Affairs Committee or he
can take some kind of action which
involves only the student and
himself (i.e., warn him and make
him rewrite the assignment). All
too often in history human beings
have chosen options similar to
number one. Unfortunately that's
one of the reasons we have such a
stinking, messed-up world!
Ben Thompson'78
It Will Have Blood
by Arthur Robinson
Giving blood when the Blood-
mobile comes to Trinity can be a
rewarding experience, if you are
not 'a hemophiliac. First, you wait
in line to get into the Washington
Room. When you see how many
members of the college are there to
donate, you are pleased to see that
Trinity has so many concerned
students. You wait in line to an-
swer some questions, then sit down
and wait for someone to attend to
you. After you've waited half an
hour, you are not so pleased that
Trinity has so many concerned
students, and start1 wishing
everyone here was as apathetic as
you read that they are. You see a
couple of students who have passed
out being carried off, but you are
told this happens only in every
hundredth case, which cheers you
up, until the ninety-nine in front of
you give blood with no problems.
Finally someone sticks a ther-
mometer in your mouth, and right
after that asks you some questions.
Then he leaves you for about
twenty minutes, but you don't dare
take the. thermometer out. He
finally returns, sees that your
temperature is normal, and tries to
feel your pulse but can't. Then you
wait for the next station, where you
are asked questions on a card you
could have filled out yourself while
waiting. You are asked how many
terminal diseases you have,
whether you have been pregnant in
the last six months (usually you
haven't, especially if you are
male), and so on. You are asked if
you are in a hazardous occupation,
and, as you are a student with
exams coming up, you say you are.
The volunteer says she is going to
lightly prick your ear for a blood
sample, and then jams a needle
into it and gouges around for a
while. Then you wait in line to get a
packet for your blood, and while
waiting to give it you read the
packet, having nothing else to do
(except study notes, which no one
does until the day before exams),
the way you read cereal boxes in
the morning. There is a list of the
ingredients in human blood which
sounds familiar, and you finally
realize that what it sounds like is
the list of ingredients you've read
on the cereal boxes. You then try to
think up excuses for running out,
as you have lost the courage to give
blood, but you don't have the
courage to run out either.
Finally; your wait is over. You
are taken to a table, lie down on it,
and wait. You wish someone would
come until someone does, and then
you wish they'd waited a bit longer.
They give you a bar to squeeze,
which makes you think about how
soldiers are supposed to bite
bullets while being operated on.
You are asked whether you are
right-handed or left-handed. You
tell them, and then they put the
needle in your good arm.
Once they stick it in you, all is
well, because now you are stuck.
Since you can't get out of it any
more, it doesn't bother you, until
after waiting for what seems like
fifteen minutes you are sure that
you have been forgotten, and that
you will be half-drained by the time
they remember you. At last,
someone comes and takes the
needle out and gets you to rise
slowly, and then you are led away
by the arm like an invalid.
BUT-you are led to a table with
all kinds of cookies; sandwiches,
and beverages. This is the best
part. You eat and drink all you like
to build back what you've lost, and
are told to drink plenty of liquids
the next two days. You promise
you will that night, although you
are not sure you will be able to hold
it, in which case you'll have to
build it back with more beverages.
Someone puts a sticker on your
shirt saying "Be nice to me-I gave
blood," and you hope your
professor will see it when you hand
in that paper tomorrow. To avoid
starting it, you keep on eating, and
don't have to get up for anything,
because for a change the Red Cross
volunteers are doing the waiting
now. You are told to wait a while
before leaving, but this time, with
the food there, you are no longer in
a hurry. You are also told your arm
will feel fine within half an hour
(which it does-it is the ear they
took the sample from that will
bother you all day). Finally, you
get up and leave, happy that you
have done your part to help the
human race. You do not notice the
address on ail the chests of
packaged human blood in the
background--"Count Bracula,
Transylvania, 43015."
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More Editorial
The problem of academic honesty
The reputation of any college rests upon the collective
maintenance of intellectual honesty by its students. If,
however, the situation arises in which this intellectual
honesty has been violated, the professor reserves fee
right, under the canons of academic freedom, to deal with
the accused in a variety of ways. The case may be resolved
between the professor and the student through the
issuance of either a punitive grade or additional assign-
ments, or the professor may file a formal charge to a
designated committee whereby the case will be ad-
judicated within the rules of due process.
The Academic Affairs Committee recently suspended a
freshman for intentionally plagrizing. Although a petition
has been submitted to the Academic Dishonesty Appeals
Board calling for a re-examination of the ease, this
measure seems to evade the true issue at hand. In order to
determine if total suspension is an appropriate punish-
ment for a student guilty of academic dishonesty, one must
first reexamine why the offense was committed and
second ascertain what rehabilitative, rather than punitive,
measures should be taken in order to prohibit its
recurrence.
Surely, if one is unable to maintain his own intellectual
honesty, and more specifically, to abide by his own con-
clusions and beliefs, he will not learn, in the educational
sense, from being suspended and striped of all course
credits for an entire term.
The Fast, Zionism and the Third World
by Seth Price
The American Friends Service
- Committee is a Quaker committee
]r founded in 1917. Since then, it has
t done a great deal to contribute to
Y toe peace and well being of the
. world. In 1947, it was awarded a
t Nobel Peace Prize for its efforts.
F
 On Thursday November 17, a
j fast took place here at Trinity
'. College. Students on the meal plan
were asked to pass up eating for
, the day. SAGA then donated the
• - meal money of participating
t" students for.that day to the Trinity
Hunger Action Project. Students
not on the meal plan were asked for
contributions. Approximately 75%
of the money that was collected
was to be turned over to the AFSC.
I was told that the bulk of that
• money would be used to help
1
 agricultural development in third
• world countries.
« I did not participate in the fast.
f Going back a little further in
! time, to Tuesday, November 11, a
h, long and often emotional debate
f ended in the United Nations
! General Assembly as, by a vote of
> 72-35, the assembly determined
that "Zionism is a form of rascism
and racial discrimination." If one
were to look over the roll-call vote
of the resolution, he or she would
find that many of the same
countries which will receive the
proceeds from the fast are those
which supported the resolution.
Whether one agrees with the
establishment of the State of
Israel, is no longer important.
Right or wrong, it was established
some thirty years ago and is here
to stay. Zionism, for those of you
unsure of its meaning, was the
movement for the establishment of
a national Jewish state in
Palestine, that led to the formation
of present day Israel. In declaring
Zionism to be a form of racism, the
UN General Assembly was ef-
fectively caEing Israel a rascist
state. Is it any surprise that many
of the same states that supported
the resolution, are the same ones
that aim at the extinction of Israel?
to me, it is not. .-
With this, I return to the subject
of the fast at Trinity. I was not
willing to see my meal money
'donated-to the AFSC, which would
then forward it to those countries
for agricultural purposes, and thus
the reason for my non-
participation.
Many would say that it is the
governments of these countries
that are to blame for the passage of
the resolution, that the people of
these countries are too busy trying
to live from day to day to know,
even less, to care about a
resolution passed by an
organization, thousands of ;miles
from their homes. With this, I
would not argue, but for a few
things.
My point? Perhaps it "is not
those who can least afford it are
the ones made to suffer', but it is
true that for years, these third
world countries have bit the hand
that feeds them. For years, the
U.S.A. has given countless millions
of dollars in aid to these developing
countries. What has it gotten in
return the absurd threats of Idi
Amin of Uganda and the hostility of
many Arab nations to name just
two. Once again, our sensibilities,
/
Vote "No"
At preregistration this next week, the Student Government Association
is submitting a referendum to the student body which essentially asks
permission to sponsor a major $11,000 concert next semester. The
backing for this concert would come from the present Scholarship Fund,
and proceeds from the concert would go to benefit the Scholarship Fund.
The Tripod is against such a proposal.
The Tripod feels that the scholarship fund is too important an endeavor
to speculate and gamble with it. $11,000 is a great deal of money to spend
on anything, and experience has shown that Trinity students are not
willing to attend the beerfests and concerts so ably sponsored by the SGA
through Mather Board of Governors. MBOG has not had a successful
concert yet this year. Although some students may feel that a big concert
may be the break MBOG needs to break even; however, major groups at
the Bushnell are having trouble selling out, and some have been forced to
close. These are not good omens. , .
Another interesting point to note: ticket prices are projected as being $4
for Trinity students, $6 for Hartford residents for this Jackson Brown
affair. If one examines the economics of this a little closer, it will be
obvious that, when the Students Activities Fee, required of all students, is
included, Trinity students will be paying a total of $11 for a concert for
which non-residents will be paying only $6. Are we as students to sub-
sidise the Hartford community at large? .
The SGA has guaranteed a return of at least $11,000 to the Scholarship
fund. If the concert is not successful where is the money coming from?
From the only place it can, from your pockets, again in the form o: the
Students Activities Fee. The Tripod feels such a gamble is not wor-
5 the resolution is passed, the Tripod wishes to remind all students that
they have a substantial financial investment in the concert and every
student organization on campus must work to make it succeed. History
has shown that Trinity students just don't work that way. ,
The Tripod urges you to vote "NO" to the SGA referendum next week.
in itself going to show this. When
countries, though, start holding
back aid, then hopefully the third
world will reevaluate its position.
My hope is not to starve people. It
is to show governments the
wrongness of their ways. Perhaps,
then, the world will be a better
place to live in, in peace and
harmony for all.
as well as those of thirty four other
nations have been dealt a dirty
blow with the passage of this
resolution.
My point? Perhaps it is not
morally right to withhold money
from the AFSC. My hope, though,
is that these third world nations
will learn that their form of
gratitude is not appreciated. My
non-participation in the fast is not
And Fleet wood Mac
Jefferson Airplane
Flies Pretty High
by C. P . Stewart
Okay, Dean Tilles, truce, I win.
Let's talk about the Climax Blues
Band concert on Friday night. It's
too bad the three hundred or so
people who were there had to be so
close to a band that was so great.
It's also too bad for the other
thirteen hundred woosies at Trinity
who missed a deal of a life-time for
$3.50. But now I've got an inside
story on another concert.
A few Monday nights ago I
passed up Howard Cosell and his
merry band of banterers in order
to go to the Jefferson Air-
plane/Fleetwood Mac concert.
After successfully sneaking a few
pops in by the Feds I soon found
myself in the monstrous pre-
concert queue for relief. There I
was standing in the men's room
with one hundred other eager
beavers and the place was packed.
No sooner had I filed myself into
one of the lines than a girl yells in
"Pigs, pigs!!" to warn some
friends of hers that pigs, obviously,
were coming. I didn't know they
still called them that, but anyway,
just as she had predicted, two pigs
ran in, not to go to the bathroom,
but rather to nail two kids for one
reason or another.
Is nothing sacred? No peace or
privacy in the boy's room?
After the gentlemen in blue had
escorted the gentlemen in blue
(jeans) out to the paddy wagon,
business w-ent on as usual.
Everyone and his grandfather
pulled out baggies, aluminum foil
wrappings, concert kits, rolled up
dollar bills, spoons, needles, kit-
chen sinks (OK, that's a little far-
fetched—kitchen sinks-I mean,
who would be smoking a kitchen
sink).
And the on rush of bidding
resembled Chicago's Commodities
Exchange.
"Hey, what ya selling grams
for?"
"30 bills."
"Mind if I try a few hits first?"
"No, go ahead."
"Okay, just let me get zipped up
here."
Hits of all sorts were also being
passed under the stalls. "Could you
pass this four stalls down," I
heard.
"What? . . . Look, speed I've got,
but bum wad I don't got. Please
pass a few tissues over... No, I'm
not goint to snort i t . . . Buy it? . . .
You've got to be crazy, it's free,. .
How much per roll? . . . Acapulco
Charmin? . . . Too harsh for me . . .
Just forget I asked.
It's nice to tell it like it is once in
a while. Right, Howard?
more letters
few suggestions
To the Editor:
Being one of those kicked around
during the trouble at Mather on
Saturday night, I would like to air a
few questions to aU of you. First,
I'd like to ask what sort of security
was present for the cabaret.
Especially since it consisted
mostly of persons from off campus.
Those of us who were assaulted in
the Mather Hall lobby feel that the
one Hartford police officer upstairs
was hardly adequate. (Not to
forget the two Trinity security
personnel who were elsewhere)
(who we could forget about). It is
also rumored that another student
was beaten up in Cook Arch by
three townies.
I'd also like to bring up the case
of the front desk worker who had
the responsibility of playing
switchboard and keeping cool
while all of the action was going on
five feet away (not to mention
having to feat his own safety),
My suggestions are, therefore,
that there be more security when
large numbers of non-students are
on campus, that a minimum of two
workers be on duty at the front
desk when ever large numbers of
students are in Mather, partying,
etc.
Perhaps then, we can avoid ugly
situations such as that on Saturday
night.
Respectfully,
Eric Fossum '79
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arts and criticism
The Jesters'
'Saved':
An Aura Of
Violence
by Beth Kowaleski
Last Friday and Saturday night
the Jesters presented Saved, a play
by Edward Bond. Like so many
other plays and films of our time,
the message of Saved is violent.
That is, violence is the theme of the
play. It is also the play's best ar-
ticulated metaphor. Violence is not
gratuitous for Bond. In this play
the acts of violence in themselves -
even those like the stoning of a
baby -• are not as impressive as the
violence of the atmosphere.
Thinking back over Saved, what
strikes me are the violent acts
committed by individuals against
other individuals. But Bond fixes
those acts, giving them a context,
if not a reason. They are part of the
environment, or atmosphere. They
are attributed to a time (now) and
a place (England) and lastly to
specific individuals who are a
product of their time and place.
Bond wants the audience to
recognize the atmosphere in which
violent acts are born, as well as the
acts themselves. So he creates a
world: Pam's world, Len's world,
the world of the gang. He in-
troduces a symbol: a baby.
Another human life, only this one
> happens to be defenseless. The
death of the baby and the end of
Act I signals the long, slow, but
equally violent death of human
dignity as it is represented in Act
II. Bond shows us individual pitted
against individual; no one benefits
fromthe conflict.
A good production of Saved must
show us the conflicts, within their
context and make us both horrified
and moved by them. The Jesters
production succeeds on both
counts. Furlong's cast creates and
sustains the level of convincing
intensity which the play's message
warrants. I am convinced by the
relationships: Len to the family he
has moved in with, Mary, to Harry,
Fred to Pam.
In the case of Len, I am aware of
his position as an outcast. I am also
aware of his desire to belong to a
situation - any situation, but
particularly one that he thinks
needs him. Mitch Karlan's por-
trayal of Len gave the impression
of someone reduced by the en-
vironment, someone whose
potential as a loving' individual
could never be realized. His small
acts: his attention to the baby, his
gift of cigarettes to Fred, grounded
his character in a plausible
manner.
John LeBeaux as Harry also did
an adequate job of portraying
someone whose potential is
dwarfed by the environment. As
Harry his actual expressions are
minimal. Nonetheless, he manages
to suggest there is something
underneath the surface. Scene 12,
between Len and Harry was
perhaps one of the best in the play.
There Len and Harry talk for the
first time, a brief respite from the
violent shouts of the previous
scene. Lebeaux's portrayal con-
vinced me of Harry as a young
man, as well as confirming my
impressions of his present being.
Judy Del Giudico's Mary was
most appropriate when she was
showing us Mary as a woman with
sexual interests. As the dowdy
"older woman" she was slightly
less successful. Perhaps she
needed to communicate a bit more
of her unattractiveness. We need to
be convinced of the toll that time
and struggle have taken on her
physical being.
ily unit,
Bond gives us the Gang. Overall
the Gang's movements are well
blocked - almost choreographed,
in fact, to suggest movements of
youth, strength, frustration, and
finally brutality. Individual
members of the Gang create
characters rather than cariac-
tures. Fred, played by Jim
Pratzon, is the best example of
this. The scenes in which he is
jailed for the death of Pam's baby
is his strongest. There "real"
terror and fear show on his face.
Richard Secunda as Barry reaches
his potential as the scapegoat
by Susie Egbert). We need to
understand why Liz is Fred's girl
and why Pam could never be.
Page's brief performance was
strong and well focused.
Unfortunately, the production
was seriously flawed by the set, it
failed to make sense to me. In the
"domestic scenes" we were
supposed to accept the conventions
of a realistic set, with the fourth
wall figuratively removed.
(Traces of it remained, in this
about the "atmosphere" of the
play, I would have preferred the I
Impressionistic set alone. Lighting **
(by Jon Gomberg) could have
continued to suggest tone and
mood (as it does well in the baby-
stoning scene.) We could then
concentrate on the atmosphere as
generated by the characters in
interaction. We would then not be
distracted by some of the un-
necessary and unsuccessful set
details,
Saved is, with no doubt, a dif-
ficult play, dealing with difficult
themes. The Jester's undertaking
case, to remind us!) In other
scenes, we were to accept the
conventions of an impressionistic
From left to right: Lent (Mitch Kaiien), Fred (Jim Pratxen),
figure who strikes at others in
return. Beth Page as Liz is only on
stage a few minutes. Her part is
important, however, because it
provides a contrast to Pam (played
set -- with minimal props and a
black curtain backdrop. The ex-
tremes of these two types of sets
create an inconsistency. In keeping
with what I mentioned earlier
and Pam (Susan Egbert).
of such a play is an admirable
gesture. I approvingly
acknowledge the choice of the play.
They should be recognized for the
success of their undertaking.
Sound/Motion Performance
"Currents," a performance of the dance program at Trinity
sound/motion improvisation will College, and Mark Miklavcic,
be presented by Judy Dworin, musician and composer, on
assistant professor and director of Thursday, December 11 at 8:15
WRTC Programming .-
WRTC is an educational, non-
commercial radio station funded
by Trinity College. We are now
going into our twenty-fifth year of
.broadcasting, which is no small
achievement for a radio station run
primarily by students. This year,
WRTC has put together a very fine
staff which offers quite a diversity
of shows.
WRTC brings you jazz to start off
each day. On Monday, Tim Phelan
concentrates on the big band
sound. During the rest of the week,
Bob Paskowitz, Billy Skinner,
Steve Dash and; John Shaskus
present a variety of styles ranging
fromtagtime to blues to the most
ayant-garde in acoustic and
electric music. Requests are
honored - hope you'll join us.
A major aspect of WRTG's
programming is the field of rock.
MOW5E
Two blocks of contemporary rock
are presented almost every day:
11:30 AM - 1:30 PM and 6:30-9:30
PM. Each of our programmers
covers a different portion of this
virtually undefinable genre. For
example, Nancy Cohen focuses on
the area of folk/rock while Bruce
Goldberg explores the blues; Ira
Goldman and Andy Taylor play the
best of British and European rock
and John Latz orients his show
toward jazz. WRTC believes there
is strength in diversity and we feel
that our fine rock staff lives up to
that contention.
, "Culture Shock" offers a com-
plete variety of "classical" music,
featuring works by composers
from the Renaissance through the
twentieth century. Individual
shows are programmed according
(continued on p. 9)
p.m. in the Austin Arts Center.
Dworin has performed
throughout Connecticut and
Massachusetts. Several of her
dance works have been broadcast
on WHNB-TV/Channel 30 as well
as Connecticut and Southern New
England television stations.
Miklavcic has performed
throughout Connecticut and
Massachusetts in solo concerts and
ensembles. His musical repertoire
includes classical and avant garde
jazz on trumpet, twentieth century
piano techniques, and chants on
recorder. He is presently working
on a series of compositions entitled
"Ten Pieces for Piano."
Dworin and Miklavcic first
worked together as "Im-
provisation in Five," a quintet
composed of two dancers, two
poets, and a musician. "Im-
provisation in Five" performed at
Trinity in May, 1975. Since that
time, Dworin and Miklavcic have
continued to explore in depth the
relationship between sound and
motion in improvisation.
"Currents" is open to the public.
General admission is $1.50,
students $1.00.
Dworin to dance "Currents" on Thursday, December 11.
Postlud.es Presents
Walter Lawn, Piano and Mark Henrickson, Baritone in a
performance of J.R.R. Tolkien's song cycle, "The Road
Goes Ever On."
BY GREG POTTER
JOH ! WE SHOULDN'T BE
MEETIN' UIKE OIS.1
*rTER ALL, I IS HANNIBAL'
G I R L '
HE TOUD ME HE'D BE CUT
IN DE FIELDS ALL DAY
CELEBRATIN' THANKS01VIN
WIF AN OLD-FASHIONED
TURKEY-SHOOT'
SHALL NEVE
KNOW, M*T
SWCETIE-POO-PIE i
Climax Blues Band Rocks Washington Room
otiirHaxr Avonincr w/nc an QrmefC' enr»Vi ae **CA TWarnT "Drta/Io" On, Viacc YIFQC T\annb- Unit I I . L ^ _ ^ »Last Sa urday e e g as an
extraordinary evening in the
Washington Room. Appearing
there was the Climax Blues Band,
presented by M.B.O.G. They are a
group of five Englishmen who are
excellent and very diverse
musicians. They opened their show
with "Reaching Out" from their
"Sense of Direction" album which
received immediate audience
approval. Following by, a short
jazz-influenced jam they burst into-
"I Am Constant" a truly great
rocker, which got the crowd
clapping and foot stomping.
Climax preceded two play over
two hours with high evergy rock
and roll and dynamic blues. Lead
guitarist Peter Haycock amazed
the audience with his blueswork.
Songs such s "So M ny Roads
and bluegrass. Robert Johnson's
tune were as good as any blues you
will ever hear, ftaycock who is just
20 years old has been playing with
the band since he was 13 and is
destined to become one of the best
rock and blues guitarists around.
Colin Cooper is the group's all
purpose man1. He plays saxophone,
harp, and rhythm guitar. The
interplay between Cooper's harp
and saxophone and Haycock's
guitar was unbelievable. Cooper's
saxophone playing was amazing on
fast moving jazz-influenced songs
such as "Amerita," "Sense of
Direction" and "Running out of
Time". His harp playing on the
blues numbers was equally for-
midable.
 b ss, was Derek Hol  who
playing and inspiration, racing
back and forth across the stage
was a real crowd pleaser. He
teamed up with drummer, John
Cuffely to form a rhythm section
that really could rock with
anybody and could equally slow it
out with the blues. Cuffely's
drumming, while not being flashy,
was near flawless in delivery.
Except for his drum solo, during
"Flight" which was a bit simple
and tedious, his playing shined.
The Fender Rhodes, player added
a distinct fullness to the music.
Climax really enjoyed playing to
a small audience. They said that
they've been playing much bigger
halls, lately and it was great to be
back at a place where they could
relate to their audience better.
This was visibly shown on stage
with their high energy per-
formance. By the time they started
playing "Going to New York", a
straight ahead rocker the crowd
was up on its feet singing along.
This ten minute version of a
driving crowd motivater was.one
of the high points of the night. After
leaving the stage and after a five
minute standing ovation with
shouts of "More" resonating
through the Washington room,
Climax Blues came back to deliver
a four song, twenty minute encore.
They started off with "Seventh
Son," which followed into the
bluesy, "So Many Roads." From
there they exploded into "All the
Time of the World" with such high
energy it just about sent the crowd
into a frenzy. They finally con-
cluded with the Beatles, "Get
Back;; which always satisfied a
crowd.
Opening the show was One
Wiener with Everything who were
a tight group of five musicians and
a female vocalist who drew a great
deal of the crowds attention. They
performed some original material
and especially shined with ver-
sion's of Dave Mason's "Only You
Know and I Know" and "Orleans'
Half Moon." They were a very
danceable group with good har-
monies and potent energy.
All in all, it was an evening that
was not to be missed. Climax Blues
delivered an unbelievable per-
formance which was loved by
almost all who were there. They
played for over two hours and
jammed more solid music in those
two hours than most groups could
do in four or five. It was, without a
doubt, the best concert in many
years at Trinity.
Art Films of the Sixties
•Kasy Tea; a conglomeration of Trinity students and friends, will perform in a folk-rock
concert on Dec. 5,9-12 p.m. in Hamlin Hall, with guest stars, 'Jenkin's Ear.'
More WRTC Programming
(continued from p, 8)
to the discretion of each daily host
but requests are welcomed. Tune
in from 1:30 to 4:30, Monday thru
Friday afternoons for "Culture
Shock" and three hours of musical
enlightenment.
WRTC presents Special
Programming from 4:30 to 5:30
PM, Monday thru Friday. These
programs focus on unusual topics
both in the world of music and out
of i t . . . from artist documentaries
to.features on subjects of current
interest to just about anything the
show's host can think of. When you
tune in to Special Programming,
you will hear an hour of in-
formation and entertainment.
The scope of the news at WRTC
runs from international to-local
news to sports and weather. In
addition to the regular news, the
News in Spanish is~broadcast from
6:00 to 6:30 each weekday evening
in cooperation with WFSB-TV, Ch.
3.
Thought Power Crew is a family
of Third World Brothers and
Sisters who are striving to carry
alternative programming to Black,
Latin and all Progressive people in
the southern New England area.
We attempt to bring you good
music, relevant news and com-
munity-oriented knowledge. We
recognize the need for a new type
of radio that will deal with reality.
We hope to make social comments
and evaluations and to operate as
an extended resource of the
community.
I Norman Carlberg
Modular Sculpture
and Graphics
f i n e r Gallery
Austin Arts Center
Through Nov. 26
Under the direction of Carl
Roberts and Steve Dash, the
Production and Public Service
Announcement departments are
responsible for all recorded parts
of WRTC's programming. Please
send us any information you would
like to have read to the public.
The department of fine arts at
Trinity College will present a
series of two films on con-
temporary art. Barbara Rose's
"American Art in the Sixties" will
be shown on December 2, and
"America's Pop Collector," a
documentary on the Scull
collection, will be presented on
December 4. Both films are free
and will be shown at 4 p.m. in the
McCook Auditorium.
Narrated by Barbara Rose, one
of today's leading art critics,
"American Art in the Sixties"
presents the sixties as a
revolutionary and explosive
decade and explores the tendencies
pursued by the decade's artists and
sculptors. Reviewer Hayden
Herrara says Rose presents "a
kaleidoscopic view of dazzling and
contradictory styles, issues and
personalities" while stressing the
crucial roles of Jasper Johns and
Robert, Rauschenberg.''
"America's Pop Collector:
Robert C. Scull" examines art
collecting as a peg for personal
recognition and monetary gain.
The film "superbly presents a
fascinating and complex subject
and turns it into a valuable social
document that is also devastating
entertainment and instructive
fun," says Joseph Gelmis of
Newsday.
We
Need Your
Creativity
Submil to
• The Trinity Review
do Box J527
by Dec. 5
MBOG Presents
FEATURING
CLUBT
STAN GETZ
~1
Plus Special Guests JACOB'S REUNION
(Dinner and Late Show)
DINNER AND RESERVED SEAT SHOWS 7 and 10
$Q0Ow/ iD $A00w/lD
HARD LIQUOR BAR AT SOFT PRICES
TICKETS ON SALE NOW
in The Student Gov't. Office, Mather Hall
"Jack and Jill went down the hill
to say 'hello' to Hy and Lit a t . . .
H&L PACKAGE STORE
Liquors Wines Beer
219 Zion Street, Hartford
• 247-9138
The closest package store to Trinity College!
EAT
DELICIOUS
PIZZA PUS
AND
HOT OVEN
GRINDERS
RICHARD
STARON,
Prop.
CAU WHEN
rou WAVE
YOUR HOME
IT WILL BE
READY UPON
ARRIVAL
PHONE
247-0234
ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLE6E
287 NEW BRITAIN AVI. - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
The World's Largest Traveling Multi-Media Production
THE BEATLES
AWAY WITH WORDS
NINE UNFORGETTABLE PERFORMANCES
NOV. 28 FRI. NOV. 2V SAT- NOV. 30 SUN.
AT 6, 8 & 10 P.M.
ut Murtfordi's Aceo.usticmlly Perfect
CIVICCENTER
Assembly Hall' ;:; • ; ;
Advance $3.25 ' , Door $3.75
Tickets at all Tick£tron Locations and Civic Center Box Office
G. Fox, All Sears, LaSalle
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Sports
Looking Back Thanksgiving Time - A Thought
The fall sports season has come and gone; things could
have gone better for varsity football, soccer, water-polo,
and cross-country. The women's teams-field hockey,
tennis and crew-seem a little better off. They are holding
their own in the field against inter-collegiate competition.
A number of reasons may be brought out to suggest why
the men's teams had a tough time.
The football team had to live up to the expectations
brought about by last year's spectacular season. This
year's record for football was 4-3-1.
The soccer team was plagued by a number of problems.
A number of games were lost by one point-tough break.
The season ended with a 3-6-2 record. There were players
who, not content with the soccer team, quit at the start of
the season and joined the ranks of intramural soccer
teams.
Cross-country was plagued by a lack of depth. It is
heartbreaking to forfeit a race because the team lacks one
more runner.
Water polo merely needs more time as a team to im-
prove its standing. The spirited squad recorded 4 wins and
9 loses.
One problem which is yet to be resolved is the question of
squad size limitations. The NCAA will meet again in
January to change the former rule limiting squad sizes.
The question is how the new rulings on squad size
limitations will affect players at Trinity who would like to
participate on a varsity away match but are not permitted
to go along due to a limit on the travelling size of the squad.
Hopefully, a new ruling affecting Division III schools, of
which Trinity is a member, will allow these students to be
accommodated.
As new players join the ranks of Trinity's winter sport
squads and fall squad members change one uniform for
another, there is hope for a dynamic winter season. The
potential for interesting, competitive squads is definitely
here.
by Ira Goldman
Well, well, what do you know.
Here it is Thanksgiving time
already, the third week of
November. As students rush home
for a couple of good meals, the
familiar old bedroom and the
comfort of old friends and
surroundings, thoughts are sup-
posed to turn towards giving
thanks for all the comforts our
ancestors have brought us. A free
nation, founded in liberty and all
the rest of the same old rhetoric.
Some people however, seek to
turn our thoughts elsewhere. These
are the friendly people at ABC
Sports, who are proud to present
five college football games in the
small space of three days. Just
think, the announcers say, ABC is
giving the people of this nation the
opportunity to sit and vegetate in
front of their boob tubes for three
solid days in a row. And combine
this with the efforts of NBC and
CBS (who I'm sure will do more
than their part to help fill our
vacation with exciting NFL action)
and we'll have a fun vacation in
front of the old color tube. Just
think, we can watch the battle of
Georgia, Texas, California and
also watch the Classic (aren't they
always classic?) battle between
Army and Navy! Oh boy, what fun!
Plus, we can watch the annual
Turkey Day encounter in Detroit,
right after all the fun parades in
the morning! Gee, what a good
time in front of the TV!
Hold everything! What are we
doing anyway? Granted, most
everybody (including myself) like
to watch football games on the
tube. But why are the networks
drowning us in football? Are we a
nation of television-watching
idiots?' (Sometimes I really
wonder) Will people be rushing
from their gorgeous Thanksgiving
Day meals to get a good spot in
Ice Hockey Preview
by Caleb D. Coeppel
The Trinity Ice Hockey Team
will open its second varsity season
on the road, Wednesday night,
December 3, by playing Assump-
tion College.
The team enters the season with
an optimistic outlook. Led by
Senior Co-eaptains Nick Brady and
Jim Lenahan, the team is mainly
comprised of freshmen and
sophomores. The team is fortunate
in'that it has three good goalten-
ders. Freshman Ted Walkowicz
joins Juniors Tim Ghriskey and
Ted Judson-in the Trinity nets.
Commenting on the goaltending
situation^ Head Coach John
Dunham said, "We are strong at
this all important position and
there will be keen competition for
the starting position."
The defensive pairings are
Lenahan and Freshman Peter
Lawson-Johnson, Brady and
Freshman Ted Almy, with
Sophomore Bill Dodge and Junior
Duffy Shea in reserve.
Up front, Sophomores Tom
Lenahan and Sam Gray are the
wings for. Freshman center Clint
Brown on the team's first unit. The
next two lines are about equal in
ability and have Sophomore Chip
LaLone centering for classmates
Hank Finkenstaedt and Dave
Peters. The other unit has two
freshmen, Tom Keenan (LW) and1
George Brickley (C) skating with
either Sandy Weedon or Alan
Plough on the right side. Two
sophomores, Rick Kingsley and
Peter Milliken, will round out the
squad.
The 1975-76 edition of the Ban-
tams promises to be a young and
hustling team that hopefully will be
a contender for the Division III
playoffs! Home games are played
at the Glastonbury Skating Arena
located just off Route 94 in
Glastonbury.
front of the family tube, to sit
themselves down for the rest of the
four day holiday and be zoood out
by all the exciting action?
(Probably, in all too many cases.)
What's wrong with us?
STOP! We can end the tyranny
the networks seek to exercise over
their mindless, hypnotized
viewers. And it doesn't take much
effort to show the networks that we
are sick of football. Sure, it's nice
to have it on once in awhile. I enjoy
watching football too. But to have
football invading our homes for
almost every waking second of the
entire holiday is sheer insanity. If
this is what our country is about to
become, a mass of no-mind football
idiots, then I hold little hope for our
collective future.
Try this experiment sometime
this coming weekend. When you
are sitting in front of the tube and
you realize that you have already
watched enough football to keep
you happy for an entire year, do a
bold move. Get up from your
football-induced hypnosis, walk to
the TV and FLICK!, off it goes!
How simple! You'll be a hell of a lot
better off for it, mark my words.
I've done it, so can you.
Have a happy Thanksgiving!
Sports News
Female Swimmers
There will be a meeting on
Thursday, December 4th at 4:30 in
Tansill Sports Room, Ferris
Athletic Center for all women
interested in organized competive
swimming. Your interest and
ability is needed to make this
possible. Spread the word . . .
If unable to attend, call or see
Robin Shepard (ext. 453) or Chet
McPhee (ext. 437) at F.A.C.
BntramuraS Soccer
The Tripod will run an article
covering the soccer intramural
finals played this Friday. The A.D.
soccer team emerged victorious.
The Turkeys were trounced . . .
Trinity-UHart
The annual Trinity-University
of Hartford Basketball Tour-
nament will be held at the
University of Hartford this year
on December 5 and 6 as follows:
Dec. 5--7.-00 p.m. Wesleyan vs.
Central Conn.; Dec. 6-9:00 p.m.
Trinity vs. UHartford.
The Trinity Community may
take advantage of the Special
Advance Sale beginning
Monday, Nov. 24th at the
Student Rate of $1.50. Tickets
will be sold at the Main Office,
Ferris Center thru Thurs., Dec.
4th.
liliill.
mmllms
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More News Notes
Roofs
Roots has moved! Help the
Capital Region's crisis and youth
counseling center celebrate its new
home and new programs by
coming to their open house
^ December 2, at 156 High Street,| Hartford from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
I There are lots of new staff and
I energies and, of course, Roots still
I offers free counseling, free
I pregnancy tests, school out-reach,
I and a drop-in service. We still have
I a ride board so if you want to get to
I L.A., or want information on the
I new stash you just bought, call or
I visit Roots at 156 High Street or
I call 247-6687 or just remember to|; dial 24-ROOTS.
|. Grad. Center
I The Hartford Graduate Center
i- has announced its Spring, 1976
jr*' program schedule. Included are
i; several one day seminars and
5 special courses in the fields of
I management, career, human
development programs, en-
vironmental safety and
engineering, and date processing.
'' All classes meet at the center or
; at a nearby location. For more
informat ion c o n c e r n i n g
registration or tickets for the
special seminars contact the
TRIPOD office or Margaret Link,
program coordinator, Hartford
Graduate Center, 275 Windsor St.,
Htfd., or tel: 549-3600 ext. 251.
Christian Will
for persons who wish to avoid
the difficulties that can arise when
death seems certain but not im-
minent, such as in the case of
Karen Ann Quinlan—caught in a
medical-legal tangle that keeps her
Between life and death, a
preventive measure has been
made available by the New
Samaritan Communications
Corporation of North Haven,
Conn., an' affiliate of the Con-
necticut Conference, United
-Church of Christ.
New Samaritan has developed
and copyrighted a' form, called
"The Christian Living Will," which
enables an individual "in the event
r
ir
of a terminal illness," to make his
"own decisions and preparations
as much as possible."
The Will is addressed to an in-
dividual's "family, physician,
clergy, attorney, or medical
facility," and it states:
"If death is certain, so is the
faithfulness of God in death as in
life. With this high hope to sustain
me, I wish to be as responsible in
dying as in living.
To this end I implore all those
responsible for my care and
knowledgeable of my condition to
be completely honest, with me in
the event of terminal illness . . .
If there is no reasonable ex-
pectation of my recovery and I am
no longer able to share decisions
concerning my future, I ask that I
be allowed to die and not be kept
alive indefinitely by artificial
means or heroic measures. I ask
that drugs be administered to me
as needed to relieve terminal
suffering, even if this may hasten
the moment of my death. I am not
asking that my life be directly
taken, but that my dying be not
unreasonably prolonged if my
condition is hopeless, my
deterioration irreversible, and the
maintenance of my life an over-
whelming responsibility for my
family or an unfair monopoly of
medical resources.
This request is made thought-
fully while I am in good health and
spirits. Even if this document is not
binding legally, I implore those
who care for me to honor its intent,
which is in part to relieve them of
some of the burden of this decision.
In this way, I take responsibility
for my own death and gladly give
my life back to God."
The reason for preparing such a
will is hopefully, to alleviate later,
painful decision-making by the
family, and to prevent the
necessity of legal proceedings such
as those going on in Morristown,
N.J. regarding the Quinlan case.
Copies of The Christian Living
Will may be obtained by contacting
the New Samaritan Com-
munications Corporation, 20
Drazen Drive, North Haven, Conn.
06473.
33,500,
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
D I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF [
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO: J
Name.
Address.
State,
(California residents please add 6% sales tax.]
City. _Zip.
We Deliver
NEW PARR PIZZA HOUSE
72 N E W PARK AVENUE
(Off Park Street)
Open 7 Days 10 A M to 1 A M
2 3 2 - 2 6 9 0 : •;•.:.:• .••'.
Israeli Summer
State University College at
Oneonta, New York, in
cooperation with Hebrew
University, Haifa University, and
Bar-Han University in Israel, and
the Department of Education and
Culture of the Jewish Agency, is
offering its tenth academic
program in Israel in July and
August, 1976. The overseas
program will be for a six week
period and will award six semester
hours of credit to students com-
pleting the academic work
satisfactorily.
"Modern Israel" is for students
who desire an intensive study of
Israel's economic, social, political,
religious, educational, and
scientific institutions; an op-
portunity for research on a par-
ticular aspect of the country; and a
humanizing broadening contact
with old-new Israel.
Participation for both courses is
limited to teachers, and un-
dergraduate and graduate
students who can meet the en-
trance requirements of the State
University of New York, and who
have a serious purpose for par-
ticipating. There are no language
requirements.
Dr. Yonah Alexander, Professor
of International and Foreign Area
Studies of the State University
College at Oneonta, will be the
Director of this program for the
tenth consecutive summer. During
the 1968-69 and 1969-70 academic
years he was Resident Director for
the full-year State University of
New York programs in Israel at
the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem and the Tel Aviv
University.
Persons desiring further in-
formation may write Professor
Alexander at State University
College, Oneonta, New York 13820,
or the Department of Education
and Culture of the Jewish Agency,
515 Park Avenue, New York, New
York, 10022. As only a limited
number of enrollees will be ac-
cepted, early application is
recommended.
Whitman to
Speak
"A Woman's View of China" will
be presented at 7:30 on Tuesday
evening, November 25, at Hartford
College for Women (Science
Center), 30 Elizabeth Street, under
the sponsorship of the US-China
People's Friendship Association.
The public is inyited. Margaret
Whitman, 3 times visitor to China,
will speak and show her own
inimitable pictures.
Whitman has become an
unusually competent lecturer on
China since her trip to China with
Shirley MacLaine in May, 1973. She
estimates that she has spoken to
more than a hundred groups since
she became committed to
promoting U.S.-China friendship.
Schools, colleges, women's clubs,
factory workers, hospitals, Rotary
and garden clubs, neighborhood
and community organizations, in
13 states.
As newly elected member of the
National Steering Committee of
the U.S.-China People's Friendship
Association, she returned to China
for her third trip this fall., just
coming home a few days ago.
Margaret grew up in Boston,
received her B.S. in psychology at
Bennington in 1942, after which she
served with the Red Cross for three
and a half years in New Guinea,
Morotai (Philippines), and Japan;
so she is no stranger to Asia.
Returning to Boston, she taught
remedial reading and speech at
Massachusetts General Hospital,
married, had three children. The
family subsequently moved to
Long Island, where she became
active in community activities,
school committees, zoning board,
Planned Parenthood, and other
responsibilities, typical of middle
class suburban housewives.
Her visit here gives ample
chance for questions and
discussion between Margaret and
members of the audience. A film
preview is to be included.
For further information: contact
Mrs. Greene, 522-7221.
A reminder that Preregistration
is December 4 and 5, in the
Washington Room, from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Rape Series
A three part series on Sex
Crimes and Self Defense will be
held at 7:30 p.m. on Mondays from
December 1st thru December 15th
at the Everywoman's Center of the
Hartford Region YWCA, 135 Broad
St., Hartford, Conn.
A film on Rape entitled "No
Lies" will be shown on December
1st. On December 8th, Mrs. Ross
Miller from the Conn. Child
Welfare Association will speak on
"Sex Crimes and the Young
Child". Finally, on December 15th,
Ms. Mary Barringer will give a
talk and demonstration on Self
Defense for women.
All presentations are free and
open to the public. For more in-
formation, contact the YWCA.
Women are also invited to visit
the Everywoman's Center every
Monday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. to meet other
women, to talk, and to make use of
the Center's resource files and
library. Lunch time discussion
groups are held at 12:15 p.m. each
week. Call the YWCA to find out
more, 525-1163 ext. 263.
Ivy Photos
The 1976 IVY is now accepting
any fall sports photographs and
photos of any activities taken
this semester. If you would like
to have your photos printed on
the IVY, please submit contact
sheets of your photographs to
the IVY by putting them in the
envelope on the IVY door in
Seabury, or come to the next
IVY meeting on Tuesday, Dec. 2
in the IVY office. All IVY
photographers please bring all
faculty photographs to the Dec.
2, IVY meeting. Start making
5x7 enlargements of the faculty
shots. Thank you. Any
questions, call A] 524-1206 or
Matt 246-8419.
Stir up something tempting
with Apple Jack.
If Adam and Eye were
tempted by only one big, round,juicy delicious apple, think what
tempting things can happen
with 20 of them!
That's how many whole, tree-
ripened apples go into every fifth
pf Laird's Apple Jack. And what
comes out of it is pure pleasure.
That subtle hint of apple that
comes through naturally in
every drink you make with it.
Here are just a few.
Jack Rose. One jigger lemon
juice, % jigger grenadine, 2 jig-
gers Laird's Apple Jack. Shake
with ice; strain into cocktail
glass.
Big Apple. Pour one jigger
Laird's Apple Jack into a high-
ball glass, over ice. Fill with 7-
Up. Add a slice of lemon or lime.
Coke & Apple. 1 jigger Laird's
Apple Jack over ice in a highball
glass. Add coke and a twist.
Maybe Adam and Eve didn't
do right by the apple, but you
won't go wrong with Laird's
Applejack. (Send for your free
recipe book to: Apple
Jack, P.O.Box 5077,
New York,
N.Y. 10022) A
APPLE JACK
BLENDED APPLE JACK. 80 PROOF. DISTRIBUTED BY W. A, TAYLOR 5 CO.. MIAMI. FLA,
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The Compiler
As a service to its readers, the Tripod offers The Compiler, a cohesive summary of all
public events in and around the Trinity Community. Listing with The Compiler is free;
copy deadline is the same as that for Announcements and news copy (see staff box, bot-
tom of page 6.)
tues
dee 2
Last Day to change Pass/Fail
courses to a letter grade.
Foreign Students Reception,
Alumni Lounge, 4 to 7 p.m.
Cinestudio; "Lacombe ,
Lucien"—7:30.
Student Dance Organization
meeting, Seabury 47, 8 p.m.
Hartt Concert Band, Mpshe
Paranov, conductor. Hartt College
of Music, University of Hartford,
Millard Auditorium, 8 p.m.
The Los Angeles Philharmonic,
Zubin Mehta, music director.
Bushnell Symphony Series,
Bushnell Memorial Hall, 8 p.m.
New Music Ensemble of
Providence, Manchester Com-
munity College, Manchester, 8
p.m.
The Allman Brothers in a Benefit
Concert for Jimmy Carter,
Providence, Rhode Island Civic
Center, 8 p.m.
Folk Concert with Trinity
students, sponsored by the Trinity
Folk Society, Hamlin Hall, 8:30 to
11 p.m.
Compline in the Chapel, 10:30
p.m.
"The Fan tas t i cks , " Roberts
Center Theatre, West Hartford.
Presented by the Mark Twain
Masquers, Bernard Hiatt, director.
Call 523-7345 for times (continues
Nov. 29, Dec. 4, 5, 6).
nov 29
Cinestudio: see Wednesday,
November 26, 1975.
Ivy Photographing, Alumni
Lounge, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Dr. Arlene F. Silver, associate
professor of biology, department of
biology, Rhode Island College,
Providence, Rhose Island, will
deliver the Biology Seminar in Life
Sciences Center, 4 p.m.
"American Art in the '60s," film
sponsored by the Arts Department,
McCook Auditorium, 4 p.m.
AIESEC Lecture and Dinner,
Hamlin Hall, 6:15 to 9 p.m.
Cinestudio: see Sunday,
November 30, 1975.
There will be an open class
performance of Dance Repertoire
and Dance 205 Workshop in
Seabury 9, 8 p.m.
Tom Wicker, Associate Editor of
The New York Times, will deliver
the annual Clement Memorial
Lecture in the Washington Room at
8:15 p.m.
Trinity Christian Fellowship
meeting, Wean Lounge, 8:30 to 10
p.m.
Compline in the Chapel, 10 p.m.
nov 26
Mr. BUI Lauten of the Con-
necticut Department of Correc-
tions will be speaking on
"Corrections and the Ad-
ministration of Jus t i ce , " Life
Sciences Center 133, 10:30 a.m.
The Eucharist will be celebrated
in the Chapel at 12:30 p.m.
Student Government Association
meeting, Alumni Lounge, 7 to 9
p.m.
Cinestudio: "The Bank
Shot"—;7:30 p.m.; "The Wind and
the Lion"—9:15 p.m.
Trinity Christian Fellowship
meeting, Wean Lounge, 8:30 to 10
p.m.
No Israeli Dancing tonight.
Thanksgiving Vacation Begins
after last class.
Cinestudio: "Topaze"—7:30;
"The Paradine Case"—9:10 p.m.
"The Scholars ," South
Congregational Church, New
Britain. Four choral scholars from
Kings' College, Cambridge,
England. 8 p.m.
wed
dee 3
Exhibition and Sale of Original
Oriental Art, Austin Arts Center
Foyer, 12 noon to 8 p.m.
Student Government Association
Budget Committee meeting,
Alumni Lounge, 3 to 6 p.m.
Phonothon Training Session,
Faculty Club, 4:30 to 6 p.m.
La Voz Latina meeting, Alumni
Lounge, 7 to 9 p.m.
Project on Integration in
Education, Life Sciences Center,
7:30 to 10 p.m.
Cinestudio: see Sunday,
November 30, 1975.
Ivy Photographing, Alumni
Lounge, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
The Eucharist will be celebrated
in the Chapel at 12:30 p.m.
Dr. Herbert Aptheker will speak
on "Response of Black People to
Slavery in the U.S." in McCook
Auditorium at 4 p.m.
Stephanie Woodard, instructor in
dance, will lecture on "Javanese
Dance; Finding Fundamenta l
Cultural Concepts Through Dance
and Dancing," McCook 225, 4 p.m.
Student Government Association
meeting, Alumni Lounge, 7 to 9 pm.
Postludes Concert, Garmany
Hall, Austin Arts Center, 7 p.m.
"Peter Rabbit and the Tale of
Beatrix Potter," Reginald Mills,
with Britain's Royal Ballet, film in
the College Auditorium, Mc-
Donough Hall, Saint Joseph
College, 7 p.m.
Cinestudio: "Take the Money
and Run"—7:30; "The Day of the
Locust"—9:15 p.m.
Thanksgiving Day
BEER KEGS
ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD /
ALWAYS IN STOCK I
WE DELIVER
Featuring Hartford's Finest
Selection of Imported 6 Domestic
Wines and' Spirits - MlntanNM' Prices.
GARAGE FOR RENT: $15
monthly. Vicinity Flatbush
Avenue, close to Zion Street/
Evenings, Weekends, Mrs.
Hughes, 522-9894.
BRAND NEW: " B r o t h e r s "
electric typrewiter, (with
guarantee) $95.00.
tkurs
dec 4
Preregistralion in
Washington Room, 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
Studen t /Facu l ty English
Reception, Goodwin Lounge, 4
p.m.
"America's Pop Collector," film
sponsored by the arts department,
McCook Auditorium, 4 p.m.
The Curriculum Committee is
d i s c u s s i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n
requirements at 70 Vernon St. at 4
p.m. All are encouraged to attend
or submit their viewpoints to:
Martha Cohen (Box 1845), Lindy
Lewis (Box 991), Jim Essey (Box
718) or Maureen Healy (Box 964).
"Home Free," Lift One Acts,
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center, 4:15 p.m.
Barb ie r i Center—Rome
Orientation, Faculty Club, 7 p.m.
Mather Board of Governors,
Alumni Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Cinesludio: see Wednesday,
December 3, 1975.
Trinity Women's Organization
Film, McCook Auditorium, 9:30
p.m.
The Eucharist will be celebrated
in the Chapel at 10:30 p.m.
Preregistration in the
Washington Room, 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
Trinity Vs. Choate in Freshman
Squash, Away - 4 p.m.
Hillel Special Shabbat Dinner
commemorating the late Rabbi
Abraham Joshua Heschel, with
guest speaker Professor E.
Cherbonnier of the Religion
Department,
Varsity Hockey Tournament vs.
Williams, Wesleyan, Amherst,
Away, 6 p.m.
Trinity-University of Hartford
Invitational Basketball Tour-
nament at University of Hartford,
7 p.m.
Cinestudio: see Wednesday,
December 3, 1975.
Eugene O'Neill Theatre Institute
Bus Company, Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center, 8:15 p.m.
Trinity Folk Society Concert
Shot in the Dark Concert, Hamlin
Hall, 9 p.m.
Classified
WANTED: Olympus OM-1 Camera
body and/or lens to buy—Box 714.
FOR SALE: Artley Solid Silver
Student flute. $120 or best offer.
Write Box 1168.
MMUMUMMMIVIIVIIVIIUI** *H ************ *H*H\
EGG ^
A OPEN 24 HRS. **
239 Washington St.
(Near Htfd. Hospital)
BREAKFASTS - LUNCHES - DINNERS
SNACKS
For Take Out Service Call 728-9829
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RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.90025
Name.
Address.
City
State Zip.
sat
dee 6
S ^ V cC OOK X u"c!i ror7u'm""Ti?e"
Sciences Center Auditorium, Life
Sciences 134; 8 a.m. to 1:30 p,m,
Tufts vs. WPI in Varsity
Wrestling, Away 1 p.m.
Trinity vs. Army in Varsity
Squash, Home 2 p.m.
Trinity vs. St. Thomas Moore in
Junior Varsity Basketball, Away
5:45 p.m.
Trinity U. of Hartford,
Basketball Tournament, cont. 6
p.m.
Ice Hockey Tournament con-
tinued from Dec. 5. 6 p.m.
Club " T " sponsored by MHBOG,
with Stan Getz, Washington Room,
7 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Cinestudio: see Wednesday
December 3.
Dance Workshop in the*
Washington Room, 9:30 a.m. toJ
p.m.
Eucharist, in the chapel, 10:30
a.m.
Roman Catholic Mass in Hamlin
Hall, 1:15 p.m.
Andrej Anweiler—Piano Recital,
Albano Ballet and Derterning Arts
Academy, Austin Arts Center,'
Garmany Hall, 3 p.m. ^ |
"A Festival of Lessons and
Carols of Chr i s tmas , " Trinity
Concert Choir, Jonathan B. Reilly,,
Director. In the chapel, 5 p.m. and
7 p.m.
Cinestudio: "Day for Night" 7:30
p.m. "Hearts and Minds" 9:45 p.nv
Monday, December 8, 1975
Classes follow Friday format.
SGABC meeting in Alumni
Lounge 3-6 p.m.
La Voz Latina meeting in Alumni
Lounge, 7-9 p.m.
Project on Integration in
Education, Life Sciences
Auditorium, 7::i(M0 p.m.
Cinestudio: see Sunday, Dec. 7.
Mellon Lecture 06: 8-10 p.m «
McCook Auditorium.
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3 Days of the Condor (R)
Mahogany <PG)
The Other side of the
Mountain (PG)
A Boy & His Dog (R)
FRAMES BY THE STARS
* - Swank
• - Riviera
* - Exportimar
100 JEFFERSON ST.
522-6769
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MBOG Activities Fail To Fancy Students
I
r
r
Liief
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by Ken Grossman
The most positive observation
one can make about recent Trinity
audiences is that they are totally,
unpredictable. Last winter the Hall
and Oates Band moved a near-
capacity Washington room
audience to euphoric boogeying.
This semester, Climax Blues Band,
whose name and music would
seem to be at least as popular as
thai of Hall and Oates, gave a great
show, which, unfortunately was
some 200 tickets under-sold.
MBOG's first "Club T" last year
featured the Ramsey Lewis Trio.
So many people had to be turned
away at the box office sale for the
trio that it was decided to offer two
shows at this years edition of the
club. Stan Getz and his quartet
received a very respectable turn-
out for their 11:00 p.m. per-
formance, but barely fifty people
bought tickets for the first show,
causing MBOG to lose about $1,000
more than they expected.
Due to the general lack of en-
thusiasm exhibited by the student
body this semester MBOG has not
even been able to generate enough
revenue to partially fund future
events. MBOG chairman Larry
Golden said that in all probability,
there will be no large concerts or
club events next semester due to
the board's financial situation.
Golden did note however, that
MBOG would continue
programming their more suc-
cessful ventures such as dances
and entertainment in the Cave.
Golden said, that traditional
"beer and boogie dances are what
the students here want." He stated
that although the "cave nights"
have been good, he would still call
the three dances "MBOG's only
unqualified successes of the
semester."
Two main reasons can be cited
for MBOG's lack of success with
major events, said Golden. "First,
this year students seem to be more
serious about studying all the
time; and second, they don't seem
as willing as in past years to spend
the money for high-caliber
events."
MBOG has been successful at
selling hard liquor and beer at
different events, said Golden, and
for this reason more beer and
boogie dances are also planned for
next semester.
The basic difficulty with the
MBOG-sponsored lectures, noted
Golden, is that the money allocated
for speakers is not really sufficient
- to always attract top people. Next
semester however, MBOG will
sponsor Frederick Storaska, who is
a leading authority on the
prevention of rape.
Golden admitted that there was
not much the Mather Board could
do to change student attitudes. He
feels that MBOG honestly tries to
present a broad enough variety of
activities to please most segments
of the student body.
He stated- that lack, of
cooperation from certain college
administrators and departments
often hindered MBOG efforts. He
specifically cited the Office of
Student Services as frequently
Photo by Steve Roberts
Wicker calls for redistribution of national income through the
private sector.
Wicker Delivers Clement Lecture
by Nancy Nies and
Marc Blumenthal
Tom Wicker, associate editor of 28% of the country's wealth, while
the poorest one-fifth of the people
receive only four percent of the
he said.
The New York Times and author of
' the popular column "In The
j-Nation," spoke on "The Economic
Roots of Contemporary Social
Problems" Tuesday, December 2.
• The speech was the ninth annual
Martin W. Clement Lecture
sponsored by the brothers of Saint
Anthony Hall.
Wicker cited economic inequity
as one of the basic problems of
American life. "This inequity is a
' major factor in the tremendously
rising rate of crime," Wicker said;
He added that our toleration of
nigh Unemployment and poverty
shows our "callousness and
v inability to see and face up to our
own problems."
Public tolerance of the high 9.2%
rate of unemployment is the major
cause of our recession, Wicker told
nis
 audience of 500 in the
Washington Room. Black
teenagers in the inner cities are the
"ardest struck with an unem-
, Payment rate of 41%, he said.
He felt the rise in crime is a
,, response to this unemployment
ar>d to the contrast between
v. Poverty and affluence in this
country.
This contrast between the rich
and poor j s c a u s e d b y a «fjxe(i
^distribution of wealth," Wicker
am
- °ne percent of the people hold
failing to provide sufficient
initiative in solving such technical,
administrative problems as ex-
tending the curfew to keep Mather
Hall open on the night of an event.
He did feel, however, that com-
munication between MBOG and
the administration has been im-
proving.
In short, next semester, Trinity
students can look forward to more
dances and cave nights, with one
big concert in the field house, to be
funded by the $11,000 from the
scholarships fund, which students
approved for that purpose by a 2 to
1 majority referendum vote last
week.
Of this spring concert, Golden
said that a poor choice of group or
poor organization would mean that
next year's students will have to
pay for any losses to the
scholarship fund out of their
student activities fee, as stipulated
by the terms of the referendum.
Golden feels that the idea of using
the scholarship money as an in-
vestment is feasible, but as risky
as any business venture seeking to
turn a profit.
Golden hoped that MBOG would
be commissioned to handle the
concert. He feels that the MBOG
group has gained valuable ex-
perience this semester in
bargaining and organizational
methods for concerts. The alter-
natives to MBOG sponsorship of
the event are either a specially
appointed concert committee or
delegation of the responsibility to
SGA members.
Should MBOG handle the con-
cert, and should it be successful,
that body's credibility would be
considerably restored, said
Golden. He feels that MBOG has
the best chance of running a
successful event.
If student apathy to these
programs continues, it is doubtful
that Trinity will continue holding
events which consistently cause
increases in the student activities
fee, and at the same time benefit
fewer and fewer students.
New Career Advisory Program
by Nancy Nies
"I think this is one of the greatest
things to hit Trinity College in a
while," said Christopher J. Shink-
man, director of career counseling.
He was speaking of the Alumni-
Parent Career Advisory Program,
a new plan to develop a network of
alumni and parent career coun-
selors.
On Nov. 7, Shinkman and Gerald
J. Hansen, director of alumni
relations, cosigned a letter sent to
all parents of current Trinity
students and the college's 12,000
alumni.
The letter offered parents and
alumni three opportunities in
career counseling. The first op-
portunity would be to serve as
career advisors to students
"seeking information about a
career in a particular field," the
letter said. Students would contact
alumni and parents experienced in
fields ranging from real estate to
law to publishing in order to benefit
from their professional expertise.
Second, the letter invited in-
terested parents and alumni to
return to campus to participate in
a Career Day panel discussion. For
example, a panel of six people
representing a wide range of
professions might discuss the
career possibilities for students
interested in their fields.
Finally, parents and alumni
were encouraged to offer in-
ternships and part-time paid or
volunteer work for students during
the school year or summer months.
We are overwhelmed at the
response)" Shinkman said, "as we
have already received over 500
replies." Most of the parents and
alumni wished to serve as career
counselors although they ex-
pressed interest in the other two
opportunities as well.
"We hope to draw upon an im-,
portant untapped resource in
career counseling," Shinkman
said. "People in professional
positions have a first-hand
knowledge and might be willing to
share that knowledge."
From the responses Shinkman
and Hansen will prepare oc-
cupational and geographical lists
of career advisors. During his
Christmas or summer vacations, a
student could seek advice from an
alumnus or parent in a particular
field.
Shinkman said he was en-
thusiastic about student in-
volvement with the alumni and
parents and called the program
"an extremely valuable resource."
"Jobs may result from this
program even though it's not the
express purpose of it," Shinkman
said. He explained that the
primary goal of the program is to
give students an opportunity to
explore their career interests.
Names and addresses of career
advisors are available in the
Alumni Office, 79 Vernon Street,
for those who wish to arrange
conferences over Christmas
vacation. Interested students
should contact Gerald Hansen for
an information sheet describing
the program,
Shinkman said he hopes the
students will respond seriously to
these opportunities. "It is an in-
vestment in your future," he said.
"I hope the students will make use
of it." •
Referendum
Passes
by Henry B. Merens
The referendum held during
registration, which proposed that
this year's $11,000 contribution to
the Scholarship Fund be
reallocated to a benefit concert,
passed by a vote of 718 to 446. A
total of 1164 students voted.
According to SGA President
Steve Kayman, a questionaire will
be submitted to students during the
January election to determine
what groups students prefer.
Possible groups include Harry
Chapin, Bruce Springsteen, J.
Geils Band, New Riders of the
Purple Sage, Jackson Brown,
Tower of Power, and Santana,
Kayman said. Based upon student
preferences, the SGA and MBOG
will then choose the group that
appears to be most financially
promising, Kayman explained.
The concert will be held in the
field house, which holds between
2500 and 2700 people, Kayman said.
Depending on the group, the date
for the concert will probably be
either April 19 or 26.
national annual income,
Wicker went on to say that a
"permanent underclass" has
emerged in American society. This
underclass suffers most from high
unemployment and poverty, the
primary causes for the rising
crime rate, he said. "We have a
rate of crime that dwarfs that of
any other civilized country," said
Wicker. ,
 t.
Wicker offered several solutions
to alleviate the problem. He
suggested that the government
should set an annual income floor.
This could be effected through a
negative income tax and
guaranteed employment, Wicker
said.
Wicker called for a
redistribution of the national in-,
come through the public sector. To
achieve this, he suggested free day
care for working mothers, iree
public transportation, and a lull
employment bill. .
"There is no policy that is equal
to the problem this all presents
Wicker said. The solution, he said
"requires a personal commitment
for every American to generosity
for the weak and justice for the
disadvantaged."
Labor Day, Good Friday Classes
.s-sss; SETS - «-t- jsr-srs^ : s » ^ = » f
modifications will be made to
comply with curriculum guidelines
set by the Faculty several years
ago. •'
Dean Winslow has prepared
"skeleton" schedules for each of
the next three academic years.
Classes will begin prior to Labor
Day and classes will be held on
Labor Day itself. In 1976-77 and
again in 1978-79, classes are also
scheduled for Good Friday. -
The faculty guidelines stipulate a
HI " " —
beliefs would not be forced toS i ? ™'°—-"" ss^arws.
P
 If classes were to begin after Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur as
^ ^ n ^ I ^ h e - e PrA^Stration personnel ^ ho
Lmester would end too close, to ^^**?%£»&$.
overtime or given compensatory
Christmas. The necessity of facing
this same problem has been
avoided in previous years by
scheduling exams after the
Christmas vacation.
Classes scheduled for Good
time Off, according to Dean Win-
slow.
F Library Hours - Ghristmas Vacation
L,.... n-^ tarifl B:30a.m.-4:30p.m. Thursday, January 1, 1976-Friday, December 19
Saturday, December 20
Sunday, December 21
Monday, December 22-
Wednesday, December 24
Thursday, December 25-
Sunday, December 28
Monday, December 29-
Wednesday, December 31
: . ,
Closed
Closed .
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
Closed
hursday, January , 1976-
Sunday, January 4
Monday, January 5-
Friday, January 9
Saturday, January 10-
Sunday, January 11
Monday, January 12-
Tuesday, January 13
Closed
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m,
Closed.
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
.m.
Tuesaay, January io »—» -•"-• "Zf"'
Wednesday, January 14 Resume Regular Library Hours•"embersi. o:si;a.m.i.<>ui''i"' , IS,~..^~.,,,, .
Watkinsqp Library hours will be foe same as Trinity £ M e Library
hours excepi-Closed, December 20-28. Resume regular hours
January 14, 1976. 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
You Think We've Got Problems
Students and Faculty Deadlock On Evaluations I
(CPS)--Whenever exam time
rolls around, students find
themselves the target of faculty
scrutiny. Yet the role of the
evaluator may soon be reversed.
An increasing number of
students argue that fair play
dictates they be given a chance to
rate their teachers. As a result,
several colleges across the country
are taking a new look at faculty
evaluations by students.
"The interest is generated by a
consumer's viewpoint," says
Chuck Leer, author of a national
report on faculty evaluations
sponsored by the Minnesota Public
Interest Research Group (PIRG).
"Students purchase their
education, and like any other
consumer group, feel they have the ,
right to know as much as possible
about what they're spending their
money on."
Controversy over faculty
evaluations usually erupts when
students attempt to tabulate and
publish the statistical results of the
surveys in a course and faculty
guide for students.
Students at the University of
 v
Oregon at Eugene, for instance,
are lobbying hard for the
publication of faculty evaluations.
Although the university senate
recently passed a resolution
requiring mandatory faculty
evaluations by students, it has yet
to give the go ahead for a faculty
guidebook.
."I'm not sure it's fair to the
professors to have student opinion
based on transcripts made public,"
said University President William
Boyd. "I have reservations about
the invasion of privacy."
This reluctance does not sit well
with the student government. "The
administration is paid by students
through tuition and by the public
through tax dollars," countered
the student body president, Jim
Bernau. The administration has a
responsibility to provide "that
valuable information about
teaching to students."
Students and faculty are also
deadlocked at St. Johns University
in Jamaica, NY, where the student
government has begun its first
year of publishing a faculty and
course guide. Since the faculty
evaluations are not mandatory,
any professor can bow out of the
evaluation process.
The problem for the students
publishing the course guide is that
too many professors have refused
to cooperate. "We're trying to put
pressure on them now," says the
editor of the student newspaper,
"The Torch." "Almost every other
school in the area has some sort of
successful evaluation process, so
we're pointing that out in the
paper."
Although relationships between
faculty and students often become
strained and distrustful when
faculty evaluations first hit the
campus, this does not have to be
the case.
According to Chuck Leer of
PIRG, students "aren't out to get
the faculty." He points to faculty
evaluation processes at the
University of California at
Berkeley, Columbia University,
the University of Illinois and
Princeton, which have been in
operation "for years without much
friction."
Opponents of the evaluation
process argue that it serves as a
destructive force by rewarding the
most popular but not necessarily
the best teachers, and creates too
much anxiety in faculty members
through public scrutiny. Fur-
thermore, opponents say, the
results are invalid since students
do not take the evaluation process
seriously. '
Proponents of faculty
evaluations counter that the
system provides teachers with
feedback on teaching methods,
makes students a vital part of their
own learning process and
alleviates some anxiety by in-
volving all parties—students,
teachers and the administration-
in the overall education process.
"Professors implore their
students to forgo drawing con-
clusions from incomplete in-
formation, yet these same students
are forced to choose between
various course offerings about
which they know almost nothing,"
says Chuck Leer, a faculty
evaluation expert at Minnesota
Public Interest Research Group.
"Although a student's decision
on courses involves substantial
investments of time and money,"
says Leer, referring to sketchy,
incomplete college catalogs, "the
student-consumer is left unin-
formed."
Leer recently compiled a
national report on faculty
evaluations, which ' serves as a
handbook for setting up faculty
evaluation systems. Although
some evaluations are primarily
designed to improve teaching
quality by providing teachers with
feedback, or to assist the ad-
ministration in making tenure and
salary decisions, says Leer, the
most popular evaluations from a
student's viewpoint are those
which are published as faculty and
course guides.
The "Course Guide" at Columbia
University, NY,, for instance, has
been publishing for thirteen years.
Students fund the project, select
evaluation questions, analyze the
questionnaire results and write up
descriptions for each course. The
guide is more than just a com-
pilation of numerical averages;
pure statistics, says the "Course
Guide" editor, "do not adequately
convey enough information to
make even a tentative judgment."
Students at schools without
faculty evaluations, or where
evaluation results are kept under
lock and key, "should get the issue
out in the open," says Leer. He
suggests enlisting the aid of the
student newspaper, student
members of faculty committees
and the student senate.
Once the project receives sup-
port, students should publish a dry
run before publishing the results of
the evaluation system. Evaluation
questions usually measure six
aspects of teaching: the in-
structor's .overall skill as a
teacher, the workload of the
course, the course structure, the
instructor's feedback to students
on their performance, group in-
teraction and teacher-student
rapport.
Questionnaires can be typed on
punch cards, computer mark sens?,
sheets or optical scanning sheets
and distributed and collected by
instructors, student represen-
t a t i v e s , a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
representatives, with registration
packets or through the mail.
The data can be hand-tabulated
or summarized by the university
computer, and supervised by
students, faculty, administrators
or a committee made up of all
' three groups. Funding can come
from the student government, the
administration, course guide sales,
or a combination of sources.
"The teacher is responsible to
his or her students," says Leer^ .
"Evaluation is not a threat; it is an
opportunity, an opportunity to
respond to student needs."
Closing The College Frontier
(CPS)- Like the western fron-
tier, education has long been the
key to a new life in America,
allowing children to escape the
social and financial status of their
parents. But that golden age has
' come to an end, according to a
report by two Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology (MIT)
analysts.
, College graduates are no longer
getting the kinds of management
jobs they thought they were
training for because of an economy
that has absorbed all the
management personnel it has
room lor. The market is glutted,
forcing grads into lower status
jobs. And the differences between
the pay a college grad and a high
school graduate pull in is
diminishing every year, according
to the study published in Change
magazine.
The social implications are
serious, the analysts say.
Americans could begin to feel
trapped in the social class they
were born into, The escape valve
that education provided could be
closed to more people, and social
class lines could become more
sharply drawn. ' >-
Many people may end up
•receiving less education than their
parents for the first time in
American history. And another
first .may be that instead of
children finding a higher social
niche than their parents, they may
end up with lower status jobs.
The problem, according to
Harvard Associate Professor
Richard Freeman and MIT
Professor J. Herbert Hollomon, is
that while the number of college,
graduates has increased,
professional and management jobs
haven't increased at the same
pace. The ratio of college-level jobs
to the total number of graduates
dropped by about 3% between 1969
and 1974.
The result is that fewer and
fewer graduates are finding
desirable work. For instance,
about one out of every three male
members of the class of 1972 held
nonprofessional, nonmanagerial
jobs in the early 70s. Their coun-
terparts in the class of 1958 had
better luck, with only one out of ten
taking nonprofessional or non-
management jobs.
But finding desirable work
probably seems a small problem to
the growing number of graduates
unable to find work at all. Nine
times as many 1972 grads were
employed . compared to 1958
graduates. Even high school
graduates had a slightly better
chance of being employed during
1972. Hollomon and Freeman
conclude that in the years between
1958 and 1974, the "college job
market has gone from a major
boom to a major bust."
The analysts predict that
students intending to wait out the
job drought by staying in college
may have a .long wait ahead of
them. Their study states that these
recent market developments for
college graduates "represent a
major break from the past and are
not simply cyclical or temporary
phenomena."
They point out that the money
allocated to two typically high
employers of college grads-
research and development and
education-has dropped sub-
stantially since 1964. In tne
meantime, more graduates have
been turned out by American
colleges and universities, creating
a market flood that Freeman and
Holloman estimate will last until at
least 1980.
The study concludes that as a
result of less social mobility and
job opportunity for college
graduates, a re-evaluation of the
American education system will be
required. Changes in attitudes
toward education will be necessary f
"as young people realize that •
education is less likely to provide ;
the secure and simple path to ;
status and affluence that it once |
virtually assured." 1
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Jobs Open
. ,. . S.J5 ,s, , Photo by AI -Moore
Mixed feelings were .expressed by students and fafculty at a sparsely attended all-college
meeting on Distribution Requirements held on Tuesday night, December 2,1975.
Mr. Ivan Backer, Trinity ex-
tension 208, needs someone to type
labels. Hours are flexible.
The following full-time position
was also reported recently: The
Frank Lambert Tugboat Company
has an opening for a deckhand -
cook - engineer - repairman -
generalist, to work on the tug
"Nanticoke" on the Chesapeake
Bay, starting January l, 1976. Pay
is $500 to $1000 per month, plus free
room and board for three weeks of
work and one week off. See the
Career Counseling Office for more
details.
, The following is a sample of part-
time jobs recently reported to the
Career Counseling Office:
G. Fox and Company is seeking
salespeopleto work Saturdays and
evenings during the holiday
season. Those hired will be entitled
to a 20% discount on all G. Fox
purchases, as a fringe benefit.
Contact Mrs. Wilson at 249-97U,
Ext. 329, for more information,
Mobilfone Systems in West
Hartford has openings for
telephone message-takers, three o
four days a week, from 2:00 P.M- to
11:00 P.M. Contact Mrs. Ottensfein
at 233-4401 for more information.
The Trinity TRIPOD, vol. 74,
issue 13, December 9, 1975. The
T R I P O D is published weekly on
Tuesdays, except vacations,
during the academic year-
Student subscriptions are in-
cluded in the student activities
fee; other subscriptions are
S12.00 per year. The TRIPOD'S
printed by the Palmer Journal
Register, Palmer, Mass., and
published at Trinity College,
Hartford, qonn. 06106. Second-
class postage paid at Hartford,
Connecticut under the Act of
AAarch 3,1879, Advertising rates
are $1.80 per column inch, $•»•
per quarter page, $62. per halt
page, and $120 for a full-page ad.
D.ecem,bfir 9, 19.75, The Trinity..Tripod, page 3
Cinestudio
(Tonight, Dec. 9 will mark the
f final performances of "Day for
'Night" (7:30) and "Hearts and
Minds" (9:45) at the Cinestudio.
i Future showings include "Five
Easy Pieces" (7:30) and "The
i -Fortune" (9:25) from Dec. 10-13,
"Six in Paris" (7:30) and "Claire's
Knee" (9:20) from Dec. 14-16, and
"Goldfinger" (7:30) and "On Her
Majesty's Secret Service" (9:35)
from Dec. 17-20. The Cinestudio
will close after the last per-
formance on Dec, 20 for the| holidays. It will reopen in mid-
January. .
Since all films are subject to| change without notice, the
I Cinestudio advises that one call
[ them at 527-3811 for the latest in-
formation.
I AIESBCTdk
i
I On Wed., Dec. 10, AIESEC will
1 present Mr. Aldan Harland, Senior
vice-president of CBT to speak on
;• " M u l t i n a t i o n a l C o r -
porations-Social Menaces or
IfSenefactors". The lecture will be
f held at 7:30 p.m. in Life Science
^Auditorium.
SCII Profiles
The Strong-Campbell Interest
Inventory (SCII) profiles have
arrived at the Career Counseling
Office. All freshmen and transfer
students who have not yet been in
to have these profiles interpreted
should come to the Career Coun-
seling Office or phone Mrs. Clark
on Ext. 228, and make an ap-
pointment to have your profile
interpreted. As new students, you
are involved in the process of
expanding career alternatives.
Hopefully, you are exploring your
6wn needs and preferences in
relation to different career
possibilities. Now, then is the time
to take a careful look at yourself,
and the SCII may prove helpful in
crystalizing your interests. It also
can offer you a comparison bet-
ween your interests and those of
many people already practicing in
a variety of fields. We would like to
help you through all phases of
career development, and we feel
the SCII is a solid way to begin.
Call now and arrange for your
appointment. The profiles are
interpreted in group interviews
which are held at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. on Mondays, Wed-
nesdays and Fridays, by Dan
Hardcastle, the Graduate Intern at
the Career Counseling Office.
Delores Taylor
Dr. Delores Taylor of Child and
Family Services will give a talk on
research for Child and Family
Services on Wed., Dec. 10 at 11:45
a.m. in LSC 139.
X-mas Party
The annual Christmas Party
sponsored by the Office of Student
Services will be held Wednesday,
December 10 from 2 until 4 p.m. in
the Wean Lounge. All students,
faculty, and staff are invited to
- stop by and have some Christmas
Punch.
Health Mobile
On Tuesday, December 9, 1975,
the Connecticut Institute for
Health Manpower Resources, Inc.
has agreed to bring the Health
Careermobile to Trinity from 11:00
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. It will be parked
between Mather Campus Center
and Elton Hall and will display
financial aid information, career
profile sheets, cassette programs,
health bank listings, and lots of
free material on Health Careers.
All students interested in the
health professions are urged Jo
visit the CareermQbile.
'3* Opera" Readers Needed
The last weekend in February
and the first in March, the Theatre
Arts program will stage the
Brecht/Weill musical The
Threepenny Opera. Because of the
scope of such an undertaking, the
program is anxious to involve as
many interested parties as
possible in all aspects of the
production. Auditions will be held
January 13 and 14 in the Goodwin
Theatre. Additional information
and sign up sheets will be posted in
the green room at the Austin Arts
Center. The production will be
directed by Roger Shoemaker,
with settings by Hugh Landwehr of
the Hartford Stage Company staff,
costumes by Jan Fox, and lighting
by John Woolley.
ConnPIRG
The Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPIRG) has
compiled a manual of consumer
rights at automobile repair shops.
The manual explains the new
Connecticut State law covering
contracts between consumers and
service stations.
The manual includes a listing of
contract principles, tells the
consumer what to do in case of
conflicts with a mechanics, lists
the addresses of people who can
help in cases of consumer fraud or
contract disagreement and
provides an easily understandable
summary of the new Connecticut
Consumer Advocacy Law which
outlines exactly what your rights
as a consumer are.
Copies of the manual are
available free and may be obtained
by writing ConnPIRG, University
.of Connecticut, Box U-8 Storrs, Ct.
or ConnPIRG Trinity College,
Hartford, Ct. 06106 or contact the
TRIPOD office.
"Richard Frost will be in the
Hartford Area, living at the YMCA
on Jewel Street for the next two
months while taking an I.R.S.
course.
Mr. Frost is blind and needs
readers in order to master the
rules and regulations to qualify
him for work with the I.R.S. when
he returns to New Hampshire.
Can you possibly help Mr. Frost
to become independent? Please
call him after 5:30 at 522-4183 x 505
to offer your assistance."
Mail Orders
Action by the Federal Trade
Commission in adopting
regulations requiring mail order
companies to deliver products or
service within 30 days after receipt
of payment was hailed today by
Consumer "Protection Com-
missioner Mary Heslin as a major
step in regulation of mail order
companies.
The federal rule, effective
February 2, will require mail order
companies to deliver products or
services within 30 days after
receipt of an order, unless a clear
and conspicuous notice is given the
buyer before ordering the product,
or within 30 days thereafter, that
delivery would be in a longer
period of time. Failure to deliver
on such dates would require a
complete refund within seven
days. All mail order companies
will be required to maintain
records of undelivered orders for
18 months.
In a letter sent earlier to the
Federal Trade Commission urging
adoption of the new regulations,
Commissioner Heslin said, "Mail
order companies should not ad-
vertise products or services unless
they can deliver promptly. To wait
months for something one has paid
for is is intolerable."
"An individual state is powerless
to regulate mail order companies
T
home
Go home on Allegheny. And
save yourself some money. We
offer a wide variety of discount
travel plans with big savings for
groups and individuals.
The Liberty Fare. You can go
home and a lot of other places
besides, with unlimited, travel at
one low price. You get a choice of
3 plans, too-7 days for $129, 14
days for $ 149 and 21 days for $ 179.
Good everywhere we fly, except
Canada.
Group 10. Save up to 3316%
•roundtrip (up to 20% one way).
Groups of 10 or more save when
they purchase tickets 48 hours in
advance and take off together. And
you can each return separately, if
you like. Good everywhere we fly.
Group 4-9, Save up to 20%
roundtrip. Groups of 4 to 9 save
when you make reservations 48
hours in advance and fly together
to and from selected cities. Stay at.
least 3 but no more than 30 days.
Leave before noon on weekdays—
anytime on weekends.
Weekend. Save up to 25% on
your roundtrip ticket when you
go and return on a Saturday or
Sunday. :
For complete information on
all of our money-saving discount
travel plans arid flight reservations,
see your Travel Agent or call your
local Allegheny Airlines reserva-
tions number. And get ready to go
home or anywhere else.
IMV.
America's 6th largest passengerrcarrying airline.
located outside that state,"
Commissioner Heslin declared,
adding, "Only the Federal Trade
.Commission with the power to
regulate interstate commerce can
do this."
When notified of adoption of the
new regulations, she said, "En-
forcement of this regulation will
provide assurance to anyone or-
dering through the mails that the
product will be delivered in a
reasonable time, no matter in
which state the company is
located."
INFOLINE
A telephone directory of human
services in the North Central
Region has been compiled. and is
being distributed by INFOLINE,
the information and referral
service of the Community Council
of the Capitol Region, Inc.
Mrs. Helen Fisher, INFOLINE
coordinator, said about 1,000
persons in agencies throughout the
region will receive the directory
before the end of the month as they
have been mailed to agency
• representatives, libraries, and
governmental officials.
The directory is divided into
seven subject areas dealing with
employment and money matters;
basic needs, i.e., food, furnishings,
transportation, etc.; health;
educational services; family and
social areas; community agen-
cies; and governmental services.
fit has taken us over six months
to put the directory together," said
Mrs. Fisher, adding that it will
serve as a reference and guide for
staff persons who refer clients or
use other agencies to help clients
with problems.
"We have made every effort to
include all agencies that offer
some kind of help to the com-
munity," said Mrs. Fisher, but
added that if some agencies are
missing, INFOLINE would ap-
preciate a call to its office at 521-
7150.
The directory has also been sent
to those agencies receiving the
INFOLINE News Notes, and these
agencies will receive updates to
the directory upon request.
The directory covers the 38
towns listed by the Council on
Human Services as Region B.
Region B includes the Capitol
Region and nine bordering towns.
INFOLINE is funded by the
Connecticut State Welfare
Department and the United Way. It
is a telephone information and
referral i
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Security Bill
Veterans and dependents
enrolled in or considering a
correspondence course under the
GI Bill now are protected from
possible fraud or abuse by some
operators of such schools by
special legislation, the Veterans
Administration said this week at
Boston.
The law protects veterans from
costly payments when they cancel
a course before reaching the
halfway mark, and provides a iO-
day "cooling off" period from the
time ,the veteran signs an ap-
plication for a correspondence
course.
Under this provision, after the
ten days the veteriap must affirm to
the VA that he is going to take the
course.
• Should he decide not to pursue
the course before completing the
notice to the VA, he must advise
the school of his' decision and it
must make prompt refund of the
total amount paid by the veteran or
eligible dependent.
In these circumstances, of
course, the school would be entitled
to the return of any course
material already provided.
If the veteran or dependent
Completes 25 per cent or less of a
correspondence course and then
quits, the school may retain- the
registration fee (not to exceed $50)
plus 25 per cent of the course cost.
If between 25 and 50 per cent of a
course is completed, the school
may,retain half the course cost
plus the registration fee.
Students failing to complete non-
accredited courses may be
charged the registration fee (not to
exceed $10) and the cost of that
portion of the course actually
completed.
The law also requires the school
to furnish the veteran or dependent
student a fully completed copy of
the enrollment agreement,
This agreement must include a
full disclosure of the obligations
under the contract, a clear ex-
planation of the provisions for
affirmance, termination and
refund, and a statement of the
conditions under which VA
payments for the course will be
made.
The VA advised any veteran or
dependent having questions
concerning ..correspondence
courses under the GI Bill to contact
the nearest VA office.
Mystic Rates
Winter activities and rates began
Dec. l,, at Mystic Seaport. The new
schedules and reduced fees will be
in effect through $at., ApriL9,1976.
Adult fees'for the winter will be
$3.75 per person. Children ages 6-15
will be admitted for/$1.50. Senior
citizen rates, in effect on weekdays
through the winter, will be $3.25.
Children under six are admitted
free. Group rates and information
about special winter gallery tour
programs for groups are also
available by contacting Ruth
Greenberg, Public Affairs
Department.
For the winter the gates will
open at 10 a.m. and close at 4 p.m.
The grounds will close one hour
later. All exhibits will be open
daily, and the daily schedules will
include an orientation program,
whaling and ship, restoration
lectures and the planetarium show.
On weekends only there will be
walking tours of the waterfront and
special demonstrations in the
Noyes Fisheries exhibit.
The annual Christmas Carol sing
will be held on Sun., Dec. 21,
around the familiar outdoor
Christmas tree with its 19th-
century trimming, in the circle in
front of the Mallory and Stillman
Buildings. Throughout that-day the
Seaport will be open to the public
admission-free. Other Christmas
decorations will include trees in
the tallest masts along the
waterfront, in the Greenman and
Edwards houses and in the
Children's Museum.
For further information write or
call (203) 536-2631.
Judge Rules:
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Teachers
in many states are watching with
interest the court cases in Georgia
where a judge has just ordered
payment of $11.5 million in salary
increases to state university
employees which was mandated in
their contracts but wiped out by
state General Assembly budget
cuts.
The suit was filed by the Georgia
Association of Educators, the state
affiliate of the National Education
Association, A second GAE suit, to
be heard Nov. 18, seeks restoration
of almost $30 million for seven
percent raises for about 55,000
elementary /and secondary
teachers. Funds for these in-
creases were part of the same
rescinded appropriation that
covered raises for the 6,100
university employees on 33
campuses.
The ruling for all Georgia
university system employees by
Fulton County Superior Court
Judge Charles Woff ord Oct. 28 set a
precedent in Georgia. Although
binding only in that state, it is
expected to have impact in other
states where more and more
teachers are facing situations in
which school boards back down on
previously agreed-to raises even
though mandated in contracts.
Judge Wofford declared the
university educators' contracts
valid and binding. He also declared
unconstitutional the state General
Assembly's July repeal of the
appropriation which had included
funds for the salary raises. The
state, he said, breached the con-
tracts of university employees and
violated Georgia's constitutional
provision of equal protection under
the law and on impairment of
contractual obligations.
Although the state may appeal to
the State Supreme Court, GAE
attorneys believe the lower court
decision will be upheld.
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Because of the lack of space in
the paper and material, the
Compiler was not printed this
week. Look for this weekly feature
next semester.
Ski Class
Anyone interested in taking the
ski class offered by the Physical
Education Department at Mt.
Sundown on Thursday nights
should see Jane Millspaugh. The
course goes for 6 Thursday nights
and costs $36.00 for bus, lessons
and skiing. Checks made out to
Trustees of Trinity College are
necessary to reserve a spot in the
class. First come—first served!
X-mris Concert
The Choir of historic old Center
Church, "The First Church of
Christ in Hartford" (founded 1632),
will present its annual Christmas
concert on Sunday afternoon,
December 14, 1975, at 3:30 in the
Meeting House at Main and Gold
Streets in downtown Hartford.
John Holtz, the Organist-
Choirmaster for the past twelve
years, has selected a program of
ail-American music in celebration
of the JVation's Bicentennial.
The selections will be
representative of 200 years of
American music, from "Deep
North" spirituals by 18th century
New England composer Supply
Belcher, to a 1975 setting of the
medieval hymn "Susani" by
renowned California composer
Richard Felciano, especially
commissioned by Mr. Holtz. A
featured work will be a complete
performance of the 1961 "Mass" by
Philadelphian Vincent Pcrsichet&
Also heard will be works by Gerald'
Near, and the Appalachian Carol
"I Wonder As I Wander," sung by
the well-known Hartford soprano
Ruby Hinds and the Choir. Two
selections by Bostonian William
Billings (1746-1800), our first*
famous innovative native com-
poser, will round out the program.
The public is cordially invited. A
free-will offering will be received'
Free parking is available in the
Traveler's Parking Garage
directly across Main Street from
the Church. The concert will be
over in time to meet the last buses
leaving the Isle of Safety.
13 The Greenwood Rehabilitation
Center in Ellenville, N.Y. is
looking for more College Venture
students to do recreation, crafts
projects, and dormitory work with
its residents, who are mental
retardates over age 21. Both
residents and workers are of each
sex. Projects begin Jan. 3, 1976.
The pay is $350 per month, in
addition to free room and board in
Greenwood's staff dorms. There
are up to 26 placements available^
You can sign up for three, six,
nine, or twelve months, and ba
expected to finish up your 3-month
segment, at least, before leaving,
Extensions can also be arranged,
Ellenville is due west of
Poughkeepsie beyond the Hudson,
on Route 209 between Kingston and
Middletown, N.Y. It is in the ski
and summer resort areas of New
York. •'
Interviews will take place on
Thurs., Dec. 4,1975 at the Midtown
Motor Inn, 220 Huntington Ave.,
Boston, Mass,, (near
Mass.Ave.—Symphony Hall)
To sign up or for more in-
formation call collect: Ray
Williams at (617) 437-3775 or
Stephanie Urban (617) 437-3771...
IT'S TIME AGAIN FOR A GREAT DEAL
AT
ABCPIZZA
3DAYSONLY
TUESDAY THRU THURSDAY
One Combination Pizza Only
Small 25 Off
Large 55C Off
Phone 247-0234
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Interacting in a Microcosm: Two Approaches
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Blackout. A voice and a song
garble nonsense to the audience.
Spotlight. A man in a bathtub?
This is the opening scene of
"Chicago," SamShepard's one-act
play student-directed by Fran
Wenograd and performed at Austin
Arts Center last Tuesday. Stu,
(Hench Ellis) the man in the
bathtub, rises to his feet and sing-
shouts at the audience in simple
rhymes with social overtones. His
erratic tirade is marked by rapid
character changes as he assumes
one role and. • then another.,; He
teases, cajoles; sc reams; and
dictates to the audience assuming
a phony accent one moment and
donning a towel as a comic ker-
chief the next, speaking in an
amusing falsetto. His subject
changes as quickly as his role,
jumping from fish to foolishness to
biscuits. Throughout the
monologue his interchange with his
wife, Joy, (Ann Newhall) provides
brief moments of comprehensible
sanity.
"Subtly, (in fact if you aren't
careful you'll miss it completely),
the beginnings of a plot emerge
behind the incoherent words and
actions. Believable but ordinary,
Joy marches back and forth across
the stage in her leopard bra and
slip, answering incessant phone
calls. She is planning a fishing trip
and one by one her friends appear.
Myra, (Margi Sutro) a zany lady
with a wild wig, sunglasses, and
high heels, comically struts across
B<#
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, by Sandy Laub
The fancy in Lanford Wilson's
Home Free-the incestuous doll-
household of a brother and sister
fearful of adulthood-is founded on
^ the psychological premise that
there is constant and violent
struggle between the 'parent' and
'child' in us all. The weightiness of
this struggle demands we care
about brother and sister as real
people, not just as charactures in a
make-believe world.
Director Richard Secunda
recognized the interdependence of
 v.
the real and the pretend in this
swift little play, providing a
realistic setting with a fanciful
reminder - a jewel-like miniature
working ferris wheel. EJach chair
on the wheel (drawn from a 'magic ,
i; box') is one more fantasy, one
;; more lie - a prize brother and sister
• grant each other for keeping the
secret of sister Joanna's
pregnancy and sustaining the
game of husband and wife. When
the wheel is full and there are no
more fantasies to be played, the
•J game is finished and the play ends
if in tragedy.
The direction throughout was
well-paced, the blocking never
static or boring, no mean feat
considering the absence of any real
action in the plot.
Greg Murphy and Mercy Cook as
brother and sister played each
fantasy trope-the school room, the
social tea, the grocery store ad-
venture-with a fragile, childlike
excitement, based however, in real
paranoia - a hard beat to play.
The difficulty in playing both
paranoia and naive excitement
resulted, in a consistent but
somewhat frustrating acting level.
Each trope, I felt, should have been..
accented in some way, each beat
should have received a fresh
variation on the paranoia theme,
building until the finaje. Instead,
the fantasies from first to last were
maintained on a consistent, fier-
1 cely manic yet unpunctuated level,
' making them successively less
memorable.
Perhaps if the thin line between
reality and fantasy was broadened
just slightly; if we were a little.
surer of Joanna's physical pain; if
we could postulate from a subtext
whether there was at one time any
7 real affection between brother and
sister; then, perhaps, the final
'-» scene (in which Joanna is left to die| because her brother is afraid to
•••r- venture outside for help) would
i t nave had an even greater
i emotional impact.
One is reminded of the popular
criticisms of Peter Schaffer's
Equus-that what it had in
theatrical effectiveness it lacked in
psychological probability. In Home
Free, the opposite, I think, is the
case. But the question remains,
from' which premise should one
build a production such as this - one
that twice removes us from
reality?
Bravo to the Jesters for the
exercise! It is unfortunate that
these one-acts are performed only
once, for they are valuable both as
learning tools and as finished
products.
Line Presented by Jesters
Photo by ATMoore
Line . . . Jim Abrams, Sandy Laub, John Lebeaux, Jim
Pratzon, and Jim Furlong.
Line, a one-act play by Israel manipulative, exploitative ap-
Horowitz, will be presented by the proach towards the others,
Jesters this afternoon at 4:15 p.m. "" ' ' " " 1™~ •-•««»
in the Goodwin Theatre, Austin
Arts Center. Admission is free.
Horowitz' other works include
The Indian Wants the Bronx,
n lu iuo mv »».«.»,
dehumanizing themselves in the
process.
Once these attitudes are brought
to the forfront, the four men
characters descend upon the lone i  YVUIUS w e *»*».».., u i m i . w . u « ™ — , _ _ r -
produced here last year, and Rats, women and gang rape her in the
one of the most successful classic act of aggression. But the
Q£ - - - — » » i--;—«... U« ;,'»<,* <fc inn nmvepflll fo r
productions of the Off-Off desire to be first is too powerful for
Broadway movement in the 60's. even the sex object to resist and
Line is the story of five people she attempts to "screw her way
waiting on an undefined line, each into first."
competing with the other for the Horowitz handles the action in a
coveted position of "first." comic fashion, employing stock
Beginning as a free-moving vaudeville bits before revealing
comedy, the play develops into a the truly tragic nature of the
struggle of intense psychological situation. The play ends as an
violence as the characters' in- absurd comedy as each of the
securities as unleashed upon each charactors gets their own 'line' and
other. becomes'first.1
Produced twice in New York, Directed by Mitch Karlan, the
once in 1964 and then again in 1968, production features John Lebeaux,
Line dramatically portrays the James Furlong, Sandy
damaging effects on the human Laub, James Pratzon, and
psyche of atomistic competitions. James Abrams as the five
Each of the characters adopts a charactors.
the stage, pausing briefly to eye
Stu in the tub. Sutro's charac-
terization is so hysterically funny
that she need only make an ap-
pearance to make the audience
howl.
She is followed by Joe (Allan
Schmid) an unconvincing
businessman who le'aps in a
clumsy run across the stage.
Meanwhile, the nut in &e tub
continues, repeating his rolea - the
crazy woman with the towel, the
riddle artist, the objective com-
mentator-relaxing at one minute
and raving at another.
Sally (Charlotte Miller) a
sweetie with a big red bow,
freckles, and -a huge mink
coat, enters fishing pole in hand,
followed by Jim, a dashing dapper
Dan (Chipp Gardener). Like their
two predecessors they
Sally (Charlotte Miller) a
sweetie with a big red bow,
freckles, and a huge mink coat,
enters fishing pole in hand,
followed by Jim, a dashing dapper
Dan (Chipp Gardener). Like their
two predecessors they stop briefly
at the tub, share an incoherent
interchange, and then join Joy
offstage. All four conversations
with Stu have been absurd
revelations of different life views.
The dialogue and ongoing
monologue drag the audience
deeper and deeper into a muddle,
wearing on their waning interest.
Soon Stu's quick adaptations
begin to bore. The frustrating
dichotomy of a semi-realistic
situation with absurd dialogue
leaves you hanging between trying
to understand the underlying
meaning (if there is one) and
giving up completely.
Stu's tirade becomes more and
more vehement as he attacks
everything. A hint of social satire
is buried in his words as he
screams about fish, fishing,
beaches, orgies, and the absurdity
of it all. The life of the play, is a
microcosm of our real life
Situation. In both, nothing truly
connects; to give them meaning,
we must impose our own con-
nections.
The play ends with Stu jumping
from the tub to conduct an exercise
in breathing. Myra, Joe, Sally, and
Jim, kneeling on the edge of the
stage with their fishing poles,
breathe in and out in response to
his commands. If you have not
given up trying to understand the
play before, you will now. Before
this, the characters, excepting Stu,
seemed remotely realistic, Now
even that possibility is removed.
Technically the play lacked
expertise. A boring set-a bathtub-
was unavoidable. The costumes,
however, brightened the drab
stage, adding color and humor to
the production. The lighting was
used effectively, but the poor
handling of sound detracted from
the production. The combination of
voice and sound at the beginning of
the play was garbled not blended.
The phone rang stage left and was
answered stage right-and often
stopped ringing before Joy an-
swered it. Technically, the
production was rough, but this was
overshadowed by the disjoint
nature of the play itself.
"Chicago" makes an admirable
attempt at coherence. Ellis'
performance makes the play en-
durable and at times enjoyable.
Ultimately, however, it loses
whatever point it hopes to make
due to a seeming lack of un-
derstanding of the play by the
actors themselves. The play ends
like it began-with the audience
(and this critic) in the dark,
After "Chicago," the second
student-di rec ted one-act ,
"Ravenswood" was a relief. One
word describesTerrence Mc-
Nally's play: hilarious. Student
director Chris Hanna managed to
make the already funny script
even funnier.
The play is a continuous joke. A
barrage of side-tickling one-liners
are hurled at the audience sending
them roaring, then rolling.
Ravenswood, the haven for hapless
marriages, is. run by invalid-
analyst, Dr. Pepper (Steve
Triggs.) Throughout the play,.Dr..
Pepper sits center staga in his
wheelchair, smoothly offering his
advice to the odd collection of
couples enjoying his estate.
The hilarious interaction bet-
ween the couples is compounded by
their unusual problems. Dolly
Scupp, a stodgy, complaining, but
amusing wife excellently por-
trayed by Judy DelGiudice,
dominates much of the script. She
has come to f§tch her impeccably
neat husband, Harry, who left her
after attempting to kill her with the
lawnmower. Despite the fact that
he chopped off two of her toes, has
a fetish for coasters, and demands
that the toilet paper be rolled from
the underside out, she wants him
back. She and Pepper fling quips at
one another in an amusing
dialogue in which Pepper discloses
that she and Harry have been
trying to kill each other for ten
years!
The second "couple" is an odd
one in more ways than one. Hiram
Spane, (Eric Gibson), a huge,
meticulous man, has called his
"mate", Francis Tear, (an
emaciated toothpick with glasses
played by John Cryan), an "em-
bryo." Furious with each other,
they banter like spoiled children,
making you wonder where the
mutual attraction lies. Spane is
convincing and funny and Tear,'
though stiff in his role, looks so
hysterical in his bathrobe, slip-
pers, and bathing cap that you
cannot help but laugh.
Then, Dolly's husband, -Harry
Scupp, (Tim Angle), appears
wearing tight flowered bermudas,
a clashing shirt, and a hat.
Ravenswood and Dr. Pepper have
liberated the overly neat and
conservative Harry so that he now
avidly drinks and smokes. Though
amusing, he is not convincing, for
he fits neither role completely,
leaving you wondering which is the
"real" Harry.
April and Roy Pitt, two bickering
movie stars, were superbly por-
trayed by Beth Page and Lou
Benjamin. Both unsuccessful in
their careers, they throw insults
and comDliments at each other.
After fighting, they discover that
their immobile observer, Dr.
Pepper, has been listening.
Pepper, who has interacted with
each of the couples is amusing, but
imprecise! His vague philosophy,
"I want everyone to be happy" lets
him encourage everyone to ex-
press themselves openly which
reveals their characters but hides
his own.
Pepper's German butler, Otto,
(Jay Merwin) adds yet another
comic dimension to the play.
Playing the German National
Anthem on his portable casette, he
marches stately across the stage to
offer cocktails to the couples. His
lines are funny--"Vood Frau
Scrupp like a rrrubdown?"~but
garbled, as if he has marbles in his
mouth.
The technical aspects of the play
were well-handled. The costumes
enhanced the character types
although Dolly Scrupp was a bit
overdressed. The set was ap-
propriate but the positioning of the
two tables on opposite sides of the
stage with Dr. Pepper in the
middle was too convenient to be
realistic.
All'in all, the play was a hilarious
satire. It was structured primarily
around its funny lines, but the
actors' well-developed characters
were enough to carry the show.
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Norman Carlberg-Modular Sculpture
by Eric Gibson
Until recently in the Austin Arts Center
was a show of six sculptures and twenty two
graphics by Norman Cralberg, Sculptor - in -
Residence at the Rinehart School of
Sculpture in Baltimore, Md.
Born on 1928, Carlberg received un-
dergraduate and graduate degrees in Fine
Arts from Yale (1958,1960), and went on to
teach at the Universidad Gatolica in San-
tiago until 1961, and has been at,Rinehart
ever since. He has had numerous
exhibitions, both individual and collective,
in such varied places as the Museum of
Modern Art (1959), Los Angeles County
Museum (I960); Museo National de Belles
Artes, Santiago (1962), and the Baltimore
Museum of Art (1974). He has had com-
missions from Baltimore, Canberra,
Australia, and his work may be seen in
public and private collections both in the
United States (Whitney Museum, Yale
University Art Gallery) and Australia.
His work is called Modular Sculpture, a
title which might seem self-contradictory,
so much does one associate with the art of
sculpture the practice of carving, modelling
and welding. These techniques, which in-
volve transforming the gicen form (block of
stone, lump of clay, metal sheet) into the
desired one, are so different from the
assembling of like components into a larger,
more complex unit—which iswhat modular
sculpture is all about — that it is hard to
imagine how one could create a work of
sculpture that would be anything more than
a clever assembly into a decorative pattern.
It is the fact that Carlberg overcomes this
probl&m, that he manages to transcend the
merely decorative arid create a work which
exists as sculpture — form in three
dimensions concerned with the interaction
of mass, space and surface — that makes his
work so interesting and the show so suc-
cessful.
One sculpture, Clear Void (no dates are
available) consists of a central core from
which project at each corner three con-
joined cylinders about two thirds the length
of the core, whose centers are defined by the
corners of a nearly cubic void the length and
breadth of which corresponds to that of tne
projecting core below.
It is a sculpture of contrasts: round and
flat, solid and void, light and dark. Indeed,
. much of the way we "read" this sculpture is
conditioned by this latter contrast, brought
about by the changing tones of its white
surfaces. Carlberg colors his sculpture
white when he wants to articulate its sur-
faces by the play of light and shade across
them, bringing out the work's full three-
dimensionality. It also gives it a crispness
and clarity not present in the other, darker
sculptures. Here, where light hits them full
on, the tops of the cylinders are brightest,
but we are made aware of the void by the
greyer tones of its walls, and of its floor,
which is the same hue as the top. Similarly,
the curvature of the cylinders is made ap-
parent by the graded degrees of light on
their surfaces.
What makes it work as sculpture besides
this, are Carlberg's departures from rigid
modularity in his composition. He uses
geometric forms, arranged geometrically,
but the dimensions are such that they can
never be reduced to a strict l:x ratio. The
central core is not quite a double cube, the
cylinders (themselves with radii just short
of 1/4 the width and 1/3 the height) extend
slightly less than two thirds the entire length
of the piece, and so on. In so doing, Carlberg
avoids creating something facile or clever,
instead creating a piece which, in its
avoidance of logic and attention to sculp-
tural values, exists as a work of art.
Three, Spaces is a polished granite cube
which rests on one corner and has voids
receding diagonally into its mass. Here
Carlberg uses a, single unit, concentrating
on altering its nature rather than preserving
the formal integrity of numerous units and
combining them into a larger one. There is
the characteristic precision here, seen in the
choice of form (one of five regular
geometrical solids), and in the uniform
Dining-Out-Duo
Carbone's
In anticipation of a Roman repast, we
skimped at Saga's spectacular Saturday
brunch. Carbone's, 588 Franklin Avenue,
was worth the wait'?
The welcome is warm; the maitre d'
ushers you to a table and inquires about
drinks. The bread basket bears a loaf of
buttered Italian garlic bread and spicy
cheese breadsticks.
The menu is a real challenge; everything
is appealing. To whet our appetites we chose
Vongole Imbottite, five whole clams, still in
the shell, baked with crispy breadcrumbs
and smacking ever so delicately of garlic
and oregano.
The salad is a show in itself. A waiter
wheels a saiad cart to your table. He makes
the Italian dressing with a technique which
must require a master's degree in coor-
dination; he pours from heights and
sprinkles from distances. The creation is as
enjoyable as the performance.
After due deliberation we decided on our
main dishes. Tante chose one of the house
specialties, Ossobuco Ala Milanese, a tender
and attractively presented shin bone of ^ veal
cooked in a sauce of butter and seasonings.
It was an extremely generous portion, more
than worthy of the chef's recommendation it
carried. It was served with rice, topped with
the same sauce. Tante's choice for a
vegetable was eggplant fried in a light
batter which enhanced rather than over-
whelmed the very delicate flavor of the
eggplant.
. Liza wisely picked Lasagne Imbottite,
sausage and meatballs smothered in
outrageously scrumptious cheese. There
was an abundance of meat and just enough
pasta to make this a truly superior lasagne.
Carbone's is a restaurant where the main
course is enough proof that you'll never be
able to resist dessert. Casting thoughts of
the Diet Workshop ambulance from our
minds, Tante ordered grasshopper pie and a
cup of Capuccino and Liza opted for cherry
cheesecake. Overjoyed and valiantly un-
daunted by the size of the grasshopper pie,,
Tante put away every morsel of the frozen
delight. Capuccino, an authentic Italian
coffee is a rare and special treat. Liza
savored the cherry cheesecake and
mumbled adjectival superlatives for the
btter part of twenty minutes.
Selections from the menu include veal,
beef, seafood and chicken dishes and main
course salads with prices ranging from $3.00
to $9.00. Desserts include tortoni, spumoni,
baked Alaska, frozen chiffon pies,
cheesecakes, rum cake and ice cream. On
the same menu was a large selection of
coffees and after-dinner drinks. Any
decision is the right one.
The large staff is well-organized and most
attentive. The atmosphere was elegant and
at the same time relaxing, owing in great
measure to the personnal care of the staff.
Make a reservation, dress your best, and
they'll take care of all the rest.
Yours,
Tante and Liza
Holiday Festival of Trees
Hartford, Conn.: A spectacular array of
Christmas trees will transform the Wad-
sworth Atheneum's Tapestry Hall Mo.a
fantasy fairyland. '
The Women's Committee of the Wad-
sworth Atheneum is sponsoring its second
annual "Holiday Festival of Trees", from
December 5 through 14. ••
Trees of every size, shape and form have
been designed to do justice to the museum',
setting. The trees, each treated as a work of
art, run the gamut from tabletop miniatures
to large extravagant trees. According to
Mrs. George Spoil, Tree Coordinator,
"There are the traditional, the nostalgic, the
ultramodern designs; with motifs ranging
from sports, toys, Christmas decor to the
Bicentennial celebration."
The "Holiday Festival of Trees" will be on
view to the public during regular museum
hours:. Tuesday through Saturday from 11
"aim*.' to'4 p.m. and on Sunday from l to 5 p.m.
There is a small admission charge for the
Exhibit.
length and breadth of all solids and voids.
What is so striking about the piece beyond
this, however, is what amounts to a play on
what we perceive in two dimensions and
what we perceive in three. For when each
facet is observed head-on, as a single plan,
the void and diagonal solid that define it are
seen receding into the mass of the block. As
long as we are unaware of the other facets,
or are willing to assume they are flat, then
this all makes sense, since we can see where
solid ends and void begins. But when we see
two facets at once, it looks as though these
indentations will collide at the center, which
they cannot do since as we see it, it would
involve a solid and void of like shape
meeting and becoming a single physical
entity. It is only when we look from another
angle, directly into the core, that this is
resolved, that solid meets solid, and void
flows into void. It is almost a three
dimensional rendering of a Necker cube,
that optical illusion seen in M. C. Escher's
work, for instance, where' the corners of a
cube appear to pop back and forth.
Of a similar material, but altogether
different nature, is Interlock. Where in
Three Spaces, Carlberg gives us a three
dimensional object which plays with our
sense of the two dimensional, here he does
the reverse. For while Interlock appears to
be a cube formed by the conjunction of two
like materials, it is in fact a single block of
granite part of whose surface has been
sandblasted to form a pattern symmetrical
to but of a different texture to its shinier
counterpart. The block is supported on a
mirror base, an attempt by Carlberg to
make it appear to float.
Good as these sculptures are, it is in the
three later ones that we see what is meant
by "Modular Sculpture", and learn
something of its possibilities. In Crab, Night
Crawler and Black Widow II, Carlberg uses
variations of the "quarter round" form.
This is a dowel cut in quarters along its
length, and used for rounding off edges in
woodwork. This is just how it came to. be.
u s e d * .••':;,-: V - ' - ^ ' •.'.''• " .:"•.•."•"•'•"': ' - - T ' .
Carlberg had long felt limited by having a
particular sculpture in mind when making a
module, since it was then never flexible
enough to permit more than a few
variations. The alternative was one arrived
at without a specific work in mind which
could be put to use in any number of ways.
While finishing a relief with these lengths of
wood, his wife began arranging the pieces
he had trimmed off, and the possibilities of
such a form sooh*" emerged, its principal
advantage being its simplicity.
In Crab, Carlberg takes eighteen such
modules giving them tensile and supportive
functions to create the generalized form of a
crab. He makes no attempt to disguise the
character of the individual module. Indeed,
he seems to emphasize it. The edges are
clearly visible, and the grain on. the surfaces
goes this way in one module, that way in
another, making it virtually impossible not
to be aware of their distinctness. Yet the
piece works as a single unit, partly because
of its uniform surface color and texture, and
partly because of the continuously un-
• dulating outer edges which don't let the eye
rest at any one point for too long. Partly, too,
because of the economy involved. Carlberg
uses enough modules to create a coherent
work where our attention can focus on the
whole.more than the part, but few enough to
preserve its tension and avoid the
repetiveness and rhetoric which would
reduce it to a mere agglomeration of pieces.
Night Crawler is more organic than Crab
in its form (1/4 rounds arranged in three
semicircles joined halfway down each side)
and its color (matte black). Where in Crab
the predominantly cuboid forrn^ were
locked; into the horizontal-vertical axis,
Carlberg invests this sculpture with a
greater lightness and variety by tilting it off
its axis. There is a conscious attempt to
disguise the individuality of these modules,
in an effort to enhance the organic qualities
of the piece by making it appear a single
continuous body. To this end he carefully
sandpapers the joints and paints it black,
thus covering the grain that played such an
important role in Crab in preserving the
integrity of the individual units. Light plays
an opposite role from Clear Void. Where
before, light defined the edges and contours
of the surfaces, here the black absorbs light,
depriving the work of the crispness seen in
the earlier niece.
The last piece, Black Widow II, is, owing
to its size (12'x8'x5') less intimate than
either of the others, yet it too shows
Carlberg tackling new problems, in this
case those of size and stability.
The shape of the work has a lot to do with
the reason it succeeds despite the larger
size. Formed of about eight modules
divided into two sections tilted off the
vertical and joined at right angles, the
sculpture reaches out to draw in the visitor.
By engaging the viewer so directly and so
forcefully, Carlberg avoids the static effect
that a piece of such a size might have were it
placed any other way, and in almost anv
other shape. Carlberg substitutes the in-
timacy of the previous pieces with a strong
self-assertiveness that puts it in a class with
the rest. Once again, economy is important,
and for the same reason, for the piece
strikes a balance between refinement and.
complexitv, TPtoto
Black Widow II continues the structural"
element first noted in Crab, whose center
portion seems to float in space, solidly
supported by the other modules. Here; the
support is less emphatic, being the edges of
three units rather than an entire side. No
less sturdy, it represents a refinement in its
own right, a reduction of ground contact in
favor of greater lightness with no sacrifice ,
of stability.
In its simplicity, Carlberg's work recalls
that of Brancusi and the Minimalists. While
there is something of both in it, his work
should not be too closely associated with
either. The conciseness of the simple
straight line and curve are reminiscent of
Brancusi, but where Brancusi refines and
refines in search of the essential form,*
parlberg takes tha,t,form and, rnultiplies i
into a larger whole*. The simplicity and
directness of some of his sculptures have
Minimalist affinities, yet there are too
complex, too small and too extroverted to' *
fall into that category.
What is unique about Norman Carlberg is
his ability to create out of simple forms
objects which preserve that simplicity,
without being facile. But more than that, it
is his ability to make of that object
something more than mere decorative form.
He creates, through his economy and at-
tention to sculptural values, objects which
exist as works of art.
^Ss^f§lijft88*t«%
Dance News
Dorothy Vislocky, chairperson of the
Hunter College Dance Department, will give
a workshop on Anatomy for Dancers on
Saturday, December 7 from 9:00 - 4:00 in the
Washington Room. This workshop is
sponsored by the Institute for Movement
Exploration. Special admission fee for
Trinity Students is $5.00. Please contact
Judy Dworin c/o AAC or ext. 414 or 250 if you
are interested in attending.
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Twelve Top Albums of the Year
Goldman . *by I ra GoldmanA list of some of the top albums
t of the year as compiled by the
i WRTC—FM Music Department.
I These albums span the spectrum of
1
 English and European rock and
jazz music. The albums a re listed
in no specific order.
Steve HiUage—Fish Rising; Virgin
Records: $6.98
• On this magnificent a lbum,
Hillage, the lead guitarist for the
group GONG, proves to the world
(in case nobody was listening to
>•**' Gong's Angel's Egg and You
albums) that he definitely belongs
in a class equal to any other
guitarist'you can possibly name.
The keyboard effects provided by
Dave Stewart (Egg, Hatfield and
the North) are equally as in-
ventive, and combined with
JliUage's s tel lar gu i ta r work,
/makes this an album that just can't
Tjfc "^ be kept off the turntable. Equally
appealing to hard-rock and space-
jral "u/ rock fans alike. Makes Pin Floyd's
Dark Side of the Moon and Yes'
recent work pale by comparison.
Can't be recommended highly
enough.
Genesis—The Lamb Lies Down on
Broadway; Atco; f 11.9(5
I really don't know where to start
in describing this incredible
double-album. Genesis has been
described as "theater-rock" as far
as their stage show is performed,
and this album certainly follows in
this line. However, it goes much
farther than this. It is perhaps the
finest example of literary rock
combining sur rea l i s t ic music
which creates vivid., imagery for
the listener. The story inherent in
£» the album is much deeper, than it
first appears, but is one that will
bring a sense of meaning and
discovery to any listener who takes
this album seriously. The music .is
another trip in itself, and the in-
credible professionalism of Peter
Gabriel, Steve Hackett, Michael
Rutherford, Phil Collins and Tony
g
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Banks comes to full blossom.
Unfortunately, Gabriel, who wrote
the lyrics and performed the
amazing vocals has since left the
group. The music is very enjoyable
and easily listenable, covering a
wide range of musical styles. Could
be the finest album ever recorded,
and I realize that that is a big
statement, but this album lives up
to it.
Surman, Osborne and Skid-
more—S.O.S.; ECM; 16.98
Excellent progressive jazz
featuring three stellar saxophone
players plus some interesting
synthesizer work.
Gentle Giant—Free Hand;
Capitol; $6.98
More amazing sounds from a
vastly under-rated British group,
just now receiving general
recognition. This album the
product of 5 very serious and
talented musicians, creating a
highly complex and intricate form
of rock music. Contains complex
rhythmic structures and time
signatures and wonderful vocal
harmonies. Excellent vocals by
Derek Shulman and some very
creative keyboard work from the
hands of Kerry Minear. In the
forefront of the keyboard-based
rock movement.
Strawhs—Ghosts; A&M; 16.98
A smooth, free-flowing album
that keeps moving from beginning
to end. Perhaps the most
progressive of all the Strawbs
albums to date as singer/guitarist
David Cousins ventures even
farther from his folky beginnings.
The superb and varied keyboard
work of John Hawken helps to
blend this album and give it a
feeling ot originality that is
missing from the Strawb's quick
follow-up album, Nomadness
(minus Hawken). Contains the
usual Cousin's ballads, plus the
emergence of Chas Cronk and
Dave Lambert as a writing team
on Starshine/Angel Wine. An
excellent, easy-listening album.
Phil Manzanera—Diamond Head;
Atco; $6.98
Phil Manzanera takes a brief
respite from his role as Roxy
Music's lead guitarist to gather an
all-star cast for his first solo effort.
Helped greatly by his friend Brian
Eno, as well as associates John
Wetton (Family, Roxy Music, King
Crimson, Uriah Heep), Robert
Wyatt (Matching Mole, Soft
Machine) and many others. Eno's
influence, as well as vocals, are
most visible on Big Day and Miss
Shapiro, which are typical Eno
tunes. Wyatt pens and sings the
interesting Frontera, and Wetton
chirps in on Same Time, Next
Week . . .Overall, this is an ex-
cellent and highly- creative effort,
featuring the unique guitar work of
Manzanera. Not really what you'd
call a solo album but should please
Eno-Roxy Music fans as well as
many others.
Be Bop Deluxe—Futurama;
Harvest; $6.98
Ah, what an album! The second
disc by this group, but with a
completely revamped lineup. The
group centers around singer/-
writer / guitarist / keyboards Bill
Nelson, who may be the brightest
new guitarist/rock persona on
today's scene. It's hard to say
enough good things about this
album, which features Nelson's
amazing guitar lines and highly-
poetic songs. Produced by Roy
Thomas Baker (Queen), it's hard
not to draw comparisons between
this power trio and last year's hot
sensation, Queen. Could be the next
group to break into the big-time. A
definite pick for you hard-rock
fans.
Fred Frith—Guitar Solos; Caroline
(Import)
As Michael Clare, former music
director of WRTC—FM says,
"Never knew that such things
eel
•in.
at-
ich
The Band Is Back
V
by Daniel Kelman
, The Band has a new album out,
and it's about time. Their first
collection of new material since
1971, the new album, Northern
Lights—Southern Cross (Capitol
ST-11440) is superb. It is much
tighter than Stage Fright, and
infinitely superior to the near-
disastrous experimentation of
Cahoots.
The reason for the new album's
success is clear almost im-
mediately. Northern Light-
s—Southern Cross marks a return
to the Band we knew from the first
two albums. The vocal harmonies
are reminiscent of those on The
Band, their second album,
released in 1969. Up until now, it
could have been argued that the
Band was at its best during the
period 1967-1969 (as evidenced by
the other "new" Band material of
•1975, the 1967 vintage tracks in-
cluded on The Basement Tapes).
If this is true, then this: album is a
triumphant (one could almost say
nostalgic, bub I won't) return to a
previous style. Listen especially to
the tight vocal harmonies on
"Acadian Driftwood," an
evocation of a past time period on
the Plains of Abraham, or the
lyrics of "Hobo Jungle," a moving
tribute to a dying (dead?) era,
hauntingly sung by Richard
Manuel. *;
The Band's only apparent
concession to the 1970's on" Nor-
thern Lights—Southern Cross is
the addition of Garth Hudson's
synthesizer on six tracks. Robbie
Robertson also plays clavinette on
"Jupiter Hollow." Although
pervasive, the use of these in-
struments is subtle, mainly sup-
plementing the background rhyth-
m, with the vocals dominant.
Robbie Robertson wrote all the
material on Northern Light-
s—Southern Cross, and supposedly
a number of songs were recorded,
with the best eight selected for this
album. Perhaps the Band was
being cautious. If so, it certainly
has paid off. As with all good
things, Northern Lights—Southern
Cross was well worth waiting for.
It sure is good to have the Band
back again; I only hope that we
don't have to wait so long the next
time around.
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Wide Selection Of
Papers
Pipes
Sand Paintings
289 New Britain Ave. (Next ToABCPizza)
could be done with a guitar, and it's
really strange." Lead guitarist
from the enigmatic Henry Cow, a
baffling but unique jazz-rock, who-
knows - what British group.
Jethro Tull—Minstrel in the
Gallery; Chrysalis; $6.98
Pass the word—Tull is back.
After the relative foolishness of A
Passion Play and War Child, Ian
Anderson and his friendly mates
have put together an album that
could just earn Jethro Tull
"Comeback of the Year" honors.
This album is more in the
Aqualung tradition; reasonably
timed songs, excellent, hard-rock
guitar and Tull's own in-
describable vocals. The lyrics are
inventive and understandable, and
Anderson once again whips out his
amazing flute to do some won-
derful things. The songs are ones
that hit you immediately—it takes
no time at all to like this album. An
album on which Tull finally
realizes exactly where their
strength and appeal lies— and goes
right at accomplishing these goals.
Hatfield and the North—The
Rotter's Club; Virgin (Import)
A superb, mellow album that
combines the best elements of both
jazz and rock. Keyboardist Dave
Stewart (also on the aforemen-
tioned Steve Hillage album) does
an incredible job here also,
tastefully mixing in beautiful
organ and synthesizer effects, as
well as the standard jazz-oriented
electric piano. Richard Sinclair
more than ably handles the bass
and vocal chores, resulting in a
sound that often closely resembles
Caravan, the group that he
originally founded many years
ago. Pip Pyle is the drummer, but
handles a great deal at the writing
chores, resulting in some very
interesting songs. Pyle was
originally the drummer for Gong,
and hence, parts of this album
contain unmistakeably Gong-like
elements. Phil Miller does a superb
job on lead guitar with his knife-
sharp, yet subdued guitar, at times
sounding like John Abercrombie.
All in all, this album is definitely
worth having, especially since the
latest rumors out of England hint
at a breakup of the group.
Terje Rypdal—Whenever I Seem
to Be Far Away; ECM' $6.98
Another in the long line of highly
talented jazz-rock guitarists to
come off the progressive—jazz
ECM label. A Scandinavian in
origin, he uses the guitar to create
effects which are truly beyond
description, so the best thing to do
is to go out and buy this dynamic
album and see for yourself all of
the varied things be can do with the
standard axe.
Soft Machine—Bundles; Columbia
(Import}
This rock band has always been
influenced highly by the jazz
movement and continues to follow
this trend. This is the group that
gave the world Kevin Ayers,
Robert Wyatt and Daevid Allen,
and the present personnel are
probably as good as the people 1
just mentioned. The eighth album
by this constantly changing group
finds its appeal in both the
progressively minded jazz and
rock fans. Perhaps the best of all
the Soft Machine albums to
date.Also Highly Recommended;
Druid—Toward The Sun; EMI
(Import)
Ralph Towner—Diary; ECM
(Import)
Barclay James Harvest—Live;
Polydor (Import)
Fleetwood Mac—Fleetwood Mac;
Reprise
• Camel—The Snowgoose; Janus
Many thanks for words of advice
and help in compiling this list to:
Phil Bradford, Reynolds On-
derdonk, Michael Clare and Andy
Taylor.
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P Hospital)
Delicious Dinners
FOR FAST SERVICE PHONE 527-7764
BUSHNELl MEMORIAL HALL
' Hartford, Ct.
; FRI. SAT., SUN. DECEMBER 12-13-14
! 3rd EVENT-BUSNELL TRAVELOGUE SERIES
FRI. & SAT. AT 8:00P.M./SUNDAY AT 2 & 5 P.M.
: "THE NEW ENGLAND
OF ROBERT FROST"
' Full Color Film Personally Narrated . by Dewitt Jones, 3975
I ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE. A Bicentennial Salute to the.
'"Beloved New England Poet!
' Prices: Orcn. $2. $1.75; 2nd Bal. $1,25, Tickets at Box Office (10-5
Daily) or by Mail. Tel. 246-6807.
Tin- Tihiiix 1 ripnd Dpcembrr 9. 10
AYuletideGiftList
by Ricfc Hornung
In order to appease some of my
friends, I have decided to make
public my holiday gift list. Though
Iusually have guarded this list, the
recent investigations have shown
that even the powers of govern-
ment cannot keep anything secret
or sacred. It is in this holiday spirit
that I offer the following to some of
Trinity's most distinguished
organizations and individuals.
The Faculty ^- Given the recent
comeback of distribution
requirements, I think it is ap-
propriate tnat the faculty briefly
return to high school1 and ex-
perience the quality of American
education. Whether public or
private, the secondary,, schools
indoctrinate the students so
thoroughly that most of them are
oblivious to any outside influence,
If lucky, a'student can survive high
school and barely know how to
handle college-level work. Instead
of encouraging ways to work the
student into the rigours of
academic life the faculty feels the
need to bring back the days of
forcing students to sit in classes
they have no interest in. The
mentality is clear: the student can
not write; so he/she has to sit for a
semester and write "I want to
learn" 450 times over and over
again. Distribution requirements.
just further the force-feeding of
high school. If four years didn't
produce results, then how could
Trinity do any better? Well, teach,
my present to you is a free trip to
any high school - once inside,
you're on your own!
The Students — In light of the
decision to grant MBOG $11,000
from the Scholarship fund, we
deserve a lifelong confinement to
Kindergarden!!! How in the hell
can we even begin to get serious
about our own interests - be they
selfish, materialistic, or
irresponsible -- if we opt for
trusting MBOG with scholarship
money. Is the lousy music that
MBOG brings worth what we did to
those who try to get an education.
Come on kids, let's all go to the
Washington Room and watch
$11,000 toys jump around and make
electronic sounds. Students there is
a world beyond the gates; but, we
can make Trinity a crib - and we
have! Therefore, let's make no
pretense about being at college and
find the nearest kindergarten. We
aren't even selfish or irrespon-
sible; we are totally infantile.
The Administration — This is an
easy one. The nice^men and women
who are responsible for keeping
Trinity what it is deserve those
dainty blue uniforms with the gold
buttons. Chief Teddy has a big star
on his chest and a feather in his
cap; Deano and Veepie have nice
badges; while the rest get stripes
and stars for the years of service.
(And a couple of special Depart-
ment Chairmen qualify for plain
clothes status.)
The Trustees — Like all absentee
landlords, this group of men
deserve a good size tax bill. Its
about time that the people of
Hartford stop paying for our
services without the college giving
anything in return. Also, a good
sized tax bill for the trustee's
corporate endeavors would be
appropriate. The feudal lords of
Trinity have exploited the serfs
by Barry Ehrlich
In the provided space
below • present a brief
. autobiography. Thank you for your
interest in our school.
Birth. Little understanding of
what, why, or how. A decision to
act: Retreat. Motherlove.
Childhood was a time to myself, a
time of myself, self, self, self. "I
hate bowling, I hate it!" "Easy
son, next time you'll do better."
"I'll never do it again, it's stupid!"
Adolescence. STORM AND
STRESS. A personal blizzard
destroys my storm-wall of
security. Dad received an offer to
move to^California to move up the
income "ladder, and the decision
was made with relatively little
hesitation. "Acceptance is in the
mail, dear. Never did like that
sonofa-gunofa boss." Then Mom
received an offer to stay in Boston
to stay alive - the operation would
Autobiography
have to be immediate, but "would
catch it in time" (what did that
mean?). And the decision was
made with no hesitation at all. But
no work (Remember the letter?
How could we forget,) meant no
money meant rough times for us
all. I just couldn't believe I'd lost
my shot at the sun and fun, and for
that. It would be many years until
I'd understand. A young man. The
folks made it down for all four
Parents Days, and my mother
cried on three out of four day-after-
labor days. Philosophy of Modern
Society. Lerner. TTh 11:20."
Racism, Sexism, Imperialism,
Ismism. "Mid-terms are next
week. Don't I have enough on my
mind?" No. A time of joy in
learning and sadness in truth. I
realized that my blizzard had been
but a slight manifestation of a cold
front which eternally hovered over
most of society. But it was man-
made weather for many, and
without a change of season: Winter
Wonderland. Manhood.
Birth. A little greater- un-
derstanding of what, why, and
how. A decision to act.
Checking Out The Juke Box
by Marc Blumenthal
The cry of "Is nothing sacred?"
seems once again appropriate. It
appears that the powers that be
have determined that Trinity
students are in dire need of loud
and jolting music when they go to
the Cave for a semi-quiet, relaxing
study break.
The College Affairs Committee
recommended the- acquisition of a
Juke Box to the Office of Student
Services. Dean Mulqueen has
unfortunately acted upon that
recommendation in a positive
manner and Trinity College
presently finds itself the "proud"
(ahem) owner of a shiny new
music maker.
There is no time during the day
when the use of a Juke Box would
not disturb the atmosphere of the
Cave. Early morning customer's
are struggling through their first
cup of coffee of the day and need
not be rudely awakened to the
' 'quality" of music contained in the
Box.
At lunch, the Cave is so crowded,
that it's difficult to have a con-
versation without haying to yell
over the noVsq-dute'et tones of the
Juke Box. The remainder of the
day is given over to people taking a
break from the zoo in the library or
just getting together for a relaxing
chat over a cup of tea. They don't
want to be blasted out of their
seats.
The really annoying part of the
entire affair is the procedure
followed in the decision to obtain a
Juke Box in the first place. The
Cave is one of the most widely
frequented places on this campus
and as such, its users have some
right to decide on their "en-
tertainment."
Somehow, the idea of a bright,
"slick," obtrusive Juke Box
blaring out "hip" rock in the Cave
is tremendously offensive.
long enough. If these tax bills ever
materialize, then there actually
might be hope for everyone in-
volved. Hidden and out of town, the
Trustees control all of us. They sit
behind their corporate empires
and play philanthropists for the
great American tax break!!!!
Trinity College is a direct ex-
tension of their corporate struc-
tures. We are bought and sold,
traded and bargained for in the
oligopol of corporate America. The
trustees are even threatened by the
free market place of ideas.
Therefore, anything that could tear
down their advantage would be
welcome. In this bicentennial year,
let us have taxation and
representation!!!! ,
Having taken care of the group
end of my list, I would like to
mention some of the individuals
who have helped make this
semester the experience it was.
Major Larkin of the United States
Marine Corps was a great in-
spiration; may God's grace grant
him a night with the Barbie Doll he
always wanted - for the Marines
make good men. Chris Shinkman,
the Guidance Counsellor, who has
assembled one of the greatest
portfolio's on any professional
school a student may want. To
make Chris Shinkman's life easier,
I would like to give him a graduate-
school formula so that he can place
any student in the middle classes.
Larry Stires, the' director of
Cinestudio, who has taken the
college cinema and made it into a
house of cheap thrills. This man
deserves a certificate from the
SGA for giving students an in-
creasing amount of mediocre
service with each new year. ^
Though the listing of individuals
could go on forever, there are
many who have done their best to
make Trinity a liveable and
sometimes joyous place. Mostly, '
these are the janitors ~ who put up '
with the crap of student pigs. Also^  '.,
included are Saga workers ~ in the \
Dining Room and the Cave. One *
can not forget the librarians -- who j
are always willing and helpful |
despite the limits of the library, I
The bartenders of neighborhood, I
institutions have always been I
thoughtful and considerate of J
student cronies searching for life J
under a Bud sign. Though often! *
late - due to the absent minde(?*ip
Dualities of the people above them,
the B&G WORKERS HAVE BEEN-'
ANGELIC IN THEIR EFFORTS ]
TO REPAIR ARCHAIC FIX- !
TURES, RADIATORS, ETC. To all ,{
these people, I want to give them i
the chance to live in a-world of t
equality and peace - a true holiday '
wish. But in realistic terms, I will
give them my best to make their_ I
lives easier.
There is one section of my list
left: The Social Deviants Who
Don't Really Belong to All Those
Mentioned Above or Anywhere
Else - I'll give you my thanks
when we get together and
celebrate. The party is long un-
derway,
Ij
In Apologia for an R.M.
by Mark Henrickson .
I am a Religion Major,
What is your immediate reaction
to that statement?-Good luck in the
Rabbinate? What are you going to
do with it? Are you going into the
ministry or something? You mean
you're a Religion major and you
drink? Didn't I hear you swear
yesterday?
Damn straight.
It's reactions like these which
the Religion Major (known af-
fectionately as "R.M.") is con-
stantly combatting with smiles,
toleration and, the younger ones,
with lengthy explanations.
9th. older ones know better by
now.) It's useless to fight a stan-
ding reputation. My standard
reaction is that I will go on to
divinity school - to learn how to be
a divinity. •
In truth,, the R.M. is very likely
to be a well-adjusted, well-read,
well-rounded individual. He/She is
more than likely to be well versed
in Eastern Philosophy and
Scripture, Hebrew and Jewish
philosophy and literature (from
Philo to Buber), Christian
literature (ranging from Origen to
Kierkegaard).
An R.M. will be able to tell you
the particular significance of the
letters J, E, P, and D. He/She will
probably, be able to tell you the
history of the Black Church in
America (if they've filled the
depa r tmen ta l d i s t r ibu t ion
requirements), why exactly
Yaheeh is immanently culpable in
His (Her) creation of man and
whether man has the free choice to
tell Him so.
The department is structurally
unstructured; its requirements are
completed as the result of the
application of the Self to the ab-
solute standards set up within the
department. The idea of these
distribution requirements is, it
appears, expressly to discourage
anyone from going on to the
ministry in his own particular faith
by proving to him just how in-
. fallably correct everyone else is,
and in the very next seminar •
proving that indeed everyone else
is just as confused and equally
wrong. This is supposed to give
everyone else (who has just been
proven wrong) equal time and
opportunity to tack up his/her
version of the 95 Thesis in the forme
of the Departmental Retreat
(known affectionately as the Holy
of Holies).
I would make only one
suggestion to the department as a
whole. I feel the following course
should be added as a permission
course open to seniors only:
Rel, 499 - Gnosis. This course will
attempt to explore the divine
nature of your personal god, and
compare it to the Judaeo-Christian*
concept of1 God. Where does t h i s ^
concept come from? Where does §
your concept of God come from?
Emphasis on the course will be on,, ,
resolution of unanswerable ^
questions and.the application of. r
absolute answers. At the end of the
course the department will sponsor
a field trip to Nirvaja (or its j
concept thereof); guest lecturer J
will be God. Course prerequisite: ,s
sleepless nights and a lot of
 ;
chutzpah. Final exam will be
administered to survivors.
We've come a long way from
bent old ladies and gents poring^
over their gargantuan tomes; "
nowdays we have paperback
tomes and underline and hilite with
easier consciences. Still the poring
goes on. I make absolutely no
claims that an R.M. has it any
tougher than any other depart-
ment: Heaven forbid!! (It usually ;
does-cf Genesis, Leviticus et. al.)
We just realize that the problems*
which arise during the pursuit ;oi_
study arise from within the in ' i
dividual - sort of a poignant |
awareness of the dichotomy bet-^ g
ween the knower and what is 3
known. ,
Talk to me in 5 years - after I ve -.
learned how to be a divinity - ° r 3
the chairman of the Department ,j
